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Bank Assets Up By $1 6-Million
Local Economy Continues Gro win,
By LOWEI,.L • hank lag year. Bank df Mowers asoink
' of.
1976 to the $91.6-million level at the end
of the last year.
"I think it would have been more but
the farmers are holding their grain for
_ higher pricas,"„ Dick said. "The local
economy is quite strong, as it, has been
throughout the years. The farmers
probably suffered more than anyone
last year."
Dick said he's optimistic about 1978.
Bill Boyd, president of Peoples Bank
in.#41wray- is also optimistic about the
yea( ahead. "We_had about $6.3-million
growth last year, and as far as local
ecoilatrite-eafidROM stie -ale probably m
better shape than in a number of
years," Boyd said.
"We have full employment at the
present time. The crops were good and
the prices favorable. I feel we will
continue to have economic growth and I
don't think it will be inflationary,"
Boyd said, _
Peopiais Bank- eloied, out-tee endof
1977 with $60,300,000 Mal assets, up
Murray and Calloway County's
economy continues growing at a
steady, even pace, a trend that has been
the pattern for some years now, say
bankers az4 sayings and loan
association directors.
The strength of the local economy.,
they said in interviews this week comes
from diversification—the fact Murray
State University is a continual local
eConomic factor; coupled with
Agricultural.  _nub igt tisk I  _commercial
andrecreational economic input.
Bottom line assets in the county's
—three-banks-greirbrainwist-$16-mitlion
Iasi year a over $162-million, according
to bank report of condition statements
published in recent days. Savings and
loan institutions also recorded marked
growth, according to local institution
spokesmen.
Bank of Murray closed out 1977 with
the highest assets-391,648,000. Bank
--.- president Joe Diok yid this week that
he Ifreased with an'altnoft$8.5 million -
deposit growth experienced by that
fro:11854.310.000d the clam 0E49787'
_ Assets-in- Dees Bank .at Hazel also
grew by over 10 percent last year, from
$9,365,000 to $10,314,000, according to
the bank statements.
We had good growth for the year
witk the economic situation being whet
it was," said 'Dees Hank l'cresident
Randall Patterson. "I'M" not
pessimistic about the year ahead. I
think we will continue W have a good
year: We have more than ample funds
for our customers' demands." Pat-
terson added.
Local axings and loan Institution
spokesmer also report growth last
year.-Bruorthornas,vitel executtvellk --
the Murray office of Hopkinsville
Savings and Loan reported that awaits
in his firm's Murray location grew
some $3.5-million last year, from an
estimated $10.5 to over $13-million.
Assets for the entire Hopkinsville
corporation stood at $75,952,270 at the
end of 1977.
."Wt have experienced great growth
in savings deposits. Which helps us
continue our mortgage money supply,"
r erray
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, January 88, 197$
.PtITTINGAVOGHT BEHIND -SPECIAL OLYMPICS— Mike Pitts (left) and 11
other toad Buy Scouts- -misfit more-than $200 forrthe Murray State in-
vitational Special Olympics Basketball Tournament to be played on the
campus Feb. 2-3-4 with a campaign entitled "Pat Your Weight Behind
Special Olympics." Pitts conceived the idea of collecting a penny-a-pound
from contributors as an Eagle Scout project and enfisted Scouts to assist
him from three local Troops — 77, 45, and 13. Other Scouts shown with
him as they weigh Calloway County Attorney Max Parker are (from left)
Lynn Rogers, David Robinson, and Mark Young. The contribution from
Parker, himself a former Eagle Scout from Troop 45 in Murray, put the cam-
paign over the $200 mark. Weigh stations were set up downtown and in
the Central Shopping Center.
inside today
continue. Our selen and three fourths
interest rate on CD's is the highest(that
can be offered). Banks Can't offer that,
Thomas said.. •
Murray's newest savings and loin
association, Security Federal of
Mayfield chised Out la.st-yeaith asset
growth, according to Larry Wright,
vice president and branch manager of
• the firm. *
The association closed out last yeirr
with $22,168,716 is assets, a 50 percent
"We've had a tremendous reception
here," Wright said. "We'Ve been-doing
hasineso--in---Murrar for- thriast-twcr
years:" The Murray branch opened late
last year. "We're looking forgyard to
doing business in Murray in 1978. We
offer a full package with interest saving
plans offering seven and three fourths
interest with an effective yield of 8.06 .
Percent, " Wright said.
All the institutions saY their current
loan depend is strong. • . .
-.Bank of -Murray • Prfsident Dick
called the local economy "strong and
A, Steady 
c. •"During the recession of 1974-75, wedidn't feel that. If one segment of gurlocal economy is weak, that doesn'thamper the overall -economy,'" Dick
said.
Boyd," Peoples Bank president,
reiterated Dick:. "There "heire. been
times when others have gotten into an
economic crunch and we haven't. We
have Borne industry; agriculture,
Murray State, but we are not solely
dependent on any one of those." -
Hoyt:likened. load monornic-growth
to a "steady, upward-curve."
feel the local economy will con-
tinue to- grow:- .1--belieVe: frern elf -
econamic indicators I can get a hold: of,
that we will have an exceptionally good
year in 1978," Patterson said.
Security Federal's Wright said,
"From what I know of Murray there is
- an upward trend in the economy. It is a
university town and I think it has a good
future." •
, However; Wright saedhe is somewhat
- pessimistic about the housing con-
structin. Costs for construction jumped,
he said; 13 *clot lasiyear.
Bank of Murray hiirt4o' branches in,
addition to the main bank in downtown
Murray, the University branch on U. S.
641 North and a newly constructed.
branch in Southside 'Shopping Center.
Dick is president and chairman of the
-board forBank of Murral..- •„ _
Peoples Bank has drive-in branch on
South k2tit, .a TV drive in branch at _
Sixth and Main, and the north office at
12th and Chestnut, in addition to
_downtown offices.
chairman of the board and chief
exeCutive officer for Peoples Bank.
Dees Bank is housed in a raockraL___.
facility in Hazel, Frank Doran is
chairman of the Dees Bank of Dire&
tors.
Bobby Grogan is vice president of the
Murray branch of Hopkinsville Savings
and Loan. That association is located at
Seventh andMain in Murray.
Reed Hearn of Mayfield is
association manager and executive
vice _president of &Tinily Federal
Savings and Loan.
One Section — 10 Pages
Local firms in business from 138 years to those just
started are saluted in a special section of today's Murray
Ledger & Times. The 8-page, pullout progress section is in
the cnter of today's edition.
sunny,
Mostly" sunny today and
Sunday, with high temperatures
both days in the upper teens to
low 20s. Generally clear and cold
Again tonight. Lows tonight from
5 to 10 degrees. Winds nor-
thwesterly at 5 to rel;iiles per
hour today and tonight.
-loafs index
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Traffic SIHOwIyReurns10 Highways And
Streets Across Kentucky; Travel Is Limited
Traffic is returning slowly to streets
'kid highways across Kentucky, but
-travel remained limited early -today
between cities on the state's icy, snow- ,
,choked roads. •
State Dance restrictedliaffic through_
this morning to emergency or public
service vehicles, passenger vehicles
witlichains, studded tires or fourwheel
drive and trucks with clearance from
state police headquarters.
Ken Brandenburgh, 'State police
commissioner, said there were few
problems with the traffic Friday and
that the police were satisfied the
restrictions were being followed.
All roads,. were _ _ considered
hazardous — sheathed in ice from--
• _Wednesday night's severe winter
storm. But road crews were hard at
work and reported some progress in
breaking the hold of the ice on major
roads and interstates.
The state Transportation Depart-
ment gave priority to plowing and
salting 9.343 miles .of major highways
Friday. A department spokesman said
the salting was working late Friday,
6ut state police said refreezing waS''-
reported as the sun set and tem-
peratures dropped.
Transportation Secretary Calvin
Grayson said the state's salt supply is
dwindling and the biggest problem is
distributing it among the 12 highway
districts. •
-Some district- supervisors-reported
success in clearing roads but said they
were sometimes hampered by shortage
of salt:
The state pattern was duplitated .in
the Louisville area where sand was
spread on major, streets. Lt. Col.
....Norifibo Maier, asststant_ -
police chief, said all city streets
remained extremely hazardous,
however.
Here is a look at roati situations in
each of Kentucky's 12 highway
districts:
District 1; Paducah: rEuddy Robin-
son, office engineer fort district
operations, said the parkways, in-
terstates and U.S. highways in the
district's 12-counties. were cleared' by
.Friday afternoon. No salt, sand or
cinders -were being applied other than
on very slick spots or on hills, he said.
District 2, Madisonville: A. W.
Clements, district engineer, said the
nein roads in the district's 11 counties
are "pretty fairly open." The Penn yrile
Parkway and other major roads were
ice-covered but open and -free of drifts,
he said. Today, high priority roads
pwleorews.to be scraped .with graders and
District 3, Bowling Green: "We're
concentrating as much as we can on I-
65," said Jack VanMeter, district
engineer. "It's beginning to break up
pretty much and bare pavement is
beginning to show."
U.S. 31W, U.S. 68, U.S. 231, Kentucky
80-and US, 41, -the major routes, -are
"slick and hazardous, begin1iing
slightly to break up," he said.
District 4, Elizabethtown: H.R.
Ditto, district engineer, said, 'We're
fighting it just as hard as we can and
renting as many pieces ,(of equipment)
'as we can get.'
The district's 75 pieces of equipment
are clearing major roads in 11 counties
"so traffic can move-reasonable," he
said. Secondary roads are being
cleared of 'snowdrifts, but ice still will
be a problem. Only major roads are,
getting salt and sand mixtures. ,
District 5, Louisville: Steve Miles,
maintenance engineer, said private
wreckers are removing stalled cars
from the iMerstates Where travel lanes
are blocked.- Privately owned graders
and other heavy equipment are being
used to clear the major roads_ in the
district's eight counties.
The district was using its 48 pieces of
heavy equipment to clear major high-
ways which were "still slick and
hazardous," he said. 'But we're going
to use salt and cinders and mix in some
calcium to see if we can break this staff
up," he said.
District 6, Covington: "Everything
here, including interstates, is still ice-
covered," said Ralph Wolff, operations
engineer. "We've still got some areas
shut off by drifts, and we're trying to
break through to theifi." Grant, Owen
and Boone counties are particuarly
plagued by drifts, he said.
District 7, Lexington: R.A. Johnson,
district engineer, said, "Every one of
the streets is hazardous and iced over.
He said his office has received
emergency calls from people who have
roads blocked and need food, fuel and
• medicine. Those roads - are getting
priority attention.
District 8, Somerset: "Snow removal
efforts in this district are. proceeding
very satisfactorily" said James
Bryant, district operations engineer.
The sun is out and.. our crews are-
applying a light coat,. of salt and
abrasives and plowing."
- - - -
District 9, Flemingsburg:
Brown, district engineer, said his trews
are clearing man) roads in the district's
10 counties.
22We're down about as. far as the
weather will permit," he-said. "We've
got all the loose stuff scraped off and
we're waiting for the temperatures to
go down so we can put on some salt."
District 10; Jackson: James A.
Stidham, district engineer, said he had;
"everything available" working on
major roads, plowing and scraping.
Salt and calcium chloride were being
used sparingly on hills and slick spots,
he said.
District: 11, Manchester: The roads
have sorne icy spots, but the main
traveled roads are being used at about





Rehearsal Oill4SUVCcinipus Lights' Begins-
Full rehearsals for "Campus
Lights," one of the oldest and best-
known campus musical productions in
the country, have begun at Murray
State University for this year's show
Feb. 9-10-11.
Written, performed, and directed by
students at the university, the 41st
$Z500 Given To Stubblefield Scholarship
By M. C. Garrott
Approximately $7,500 in Contributions
have been received at Murray State
University for the establishment of the
Frank Albert Stubblefield Memorial
-Scholarship, according -to Mandl , J.
Vinson, director of alumni affairs at the
university.
Stubblefield, who served 16 years in
the United States Congress from the
First District of Kentucky,- died
October 14. At the time -of his death
following a lengthy illness and at the.
age of " 66, he was a member of the
Murray State board of regents.'
Meeting Nov: 11, friends of the late
Congressman, who became vice-
chairman of the Agriculture Committee
and chairman of the Tobacco Sub-
committee in the House of Represen-
tatives, launched the cimpaign to -
establish a perpetual scholarship
program at Murray State in his
memory.
Helmes Ellis, for many years mayor
of Murray and a long-time friend of the
Congressman, is general chairman of
the scholarship fund committee.
"Mr. $tubblefield'a greatest joy was
doing things fir people and heiping
Murray state, his regional university,"
Ellis sa03. "During lus 16 years,
• Congress and 'later- AvigAmera4er of_
Mt Murray State board of regents, h-
went out of his way to assist his district,
the university, his friends and
associates. He- always personified an
unfailing sense of friendship and Ser-
vice."
Interest generated from the in-
vestment of the contributions made to
the fund will be awarded annually in
freshman-year scholarships to selected
graduating seniors from high schools
across the First Congressional District
of Kentucky, which Stubblefield
represented's° long in Washington. "
_Application forms and scholirihip-
guidelines have been forwarded to high
school guidance counselors across the
district and applications must be
received in the Office of Alumni Affairs
at Murray State by March 15.
The number and amount of the
scholarship will be determined by the
basic investment, Vinson said, urging
business firms, friends and former
associates of the late Congressman who
would like to be charter participants in
the establishment in the scholarship to
send in their contributions as soon as
possible as the final- details of the
program can be developed.
Contributions to the Stubblefield
scholarship are tax deductible, Vinson
said - and the> late Congressman+.
--Lainiiaati/Lbiraotifiedol4sseb•gift.,
A membe; of the family also will join
-
Murray State President Constantine W.
Curris each year, generally in April at
the annual Alumni Weekend banquet, to
make the award' presentations to the
selected high school seniors who have
chtsen Murray State for the con-
tinuation of their education.
Among the 190 contributors to the
Stubblefield scholarship to date from
the Murray area are: Mr. and Igr:
Tom Rowlett, John M. Rowlett, Dr. an,'
Mrs. Hunter Hancock, Dr. and i‘ir
Donald G. Hughes, Eddie K. Hunt, Mrs
!Rosie • Jenkins Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Mason, Mrs. Ed Duiguid, Mrs.
Purdom Outland, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell.
Gotttnan.
Mrs- Lucille Thurman, Mrs. Ruth I
Daughaday, Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Inc., Mr. and Mrs. William ‘N.
Furgerson, Mrs. Mary Lee Hood, Dr
and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson, Mr. and Mr
James M. Lassiter, Mr. and Mr.
Walter Apperson, Mrs. Susan K
McDevitt, Mrs. A. D. Kenyan.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shuffett, Mr
and Mrs. T. Sledd, Mr. and Mrs. Darold
annual renewal of the campus tradition
involves a company of about 150, in-
cluding cast, writers, production staff,
chorus, orchestra, and quartets.
Local chapters of two professional
' music fraternities — Sigma Alpha Iota
for women and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
for men —'sponsor the show each year.
Proceeds finance scholarships for
incoming freshman music majors.
J. _Robert Grisham, Jr., Robards
senior, is the director of the 1978 version
of "Campus Lights," and Jeffrey
Smith, Shelbyville, Ill., senior, is the
assistant director. Dr. Roger Reich-
muth, chairman of the Department of
Music, is the faculty adviser.
A musical comedy .performed in the
style of a Broadway play, the show this
year centers on a man who is seeking
psychiatric help because of his fear of
the opposite sex.
Music for the production includes
both old favorites and some new songs,
including an original composition by
John Goode of Cadiz, last year's
director. Someof the arrangements are
being done by alumni who are
professional musicians.
Since it played for the first time in
1938, "Campus eights" has won wide
acclaim as one of the best shows of its
type on the nation's campuses ,,Each
year it attracts from 4,500 to 5,000
people to the three performatices.
Miss Terri Lynn Erwin and WiiaJn
Walter Harle Jr., both from the MuT6ay
area, have been selected as members of
the cast of -Campus Lights," the
traditional musical production on the
Keller, Mrs. Samuel G. Bell, Mrs campus.
Virginia. Blackburn, Mrs. Kathryn . Miss Erwin, the laRghter of Mr. and
Glover, Mr. and Ars. Kenneth A Mrs. Billy M. Erwin of Hazel, is a fresh-
Grogan, Dr. #nd Mrs. A. H. Kopperud. clan undecided major at 'Murray State
pDr. and Mrs. Louis-Cbarles Ryan, University. • -
fratices Sexton. •-• Harle, the son of Mr. and Mrs..
4renti navea_page4,„
- • AAP' 
Ala., is a sophomore music major.
Scheduled Feb'. 9-10-11, the 1978
version of "Campus Lights" will be a
Broadway-type show. Proceeds from
the production, which is written,
directed, and performed by students,
will go into the music scholarship
program for incoming freshmen.
Since its beginning in 1938, theshow 
has become widely known as one of the
best of its type on campuses across the
nation.
Curtain.time in Lovett Auditorium is
8:15 p.m. for each show.
All seats are reserved, with tickets
selling for $3 each. They are on sale in
the lobby of the Student center from.
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday. A special rate is available for
groups of 20 or npre.
Mail orders, which should include a'
self-addressed envelope and a 6-fiei.:k for
the proper amount . made payable to
Campus Lights. or telephone reser-
vations should be directed to: Music
Department Office, Murray .State
University,- Murray, Ky., 4207-1, 5021
762-4288.
AWARDED ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS — Two Murray State University cadets
who have been awarded prestigious Reserve Officer Training CorpS
(ROTC) scholarships by the U. S. Army are shown reviewing their programs
with Lt. Col. Randall Routt (right), professor of Military science at the
University. From the left, they are: Jai F. Sullivan, a sophomore biology
major and SOR of Mr. and Mrs. James F. Sullivan, Route 4, Pulaski. N. Y., and
Douglas B. McCann, a senior criminology major and son of Mr. and Mrs.
r Robert P. McCann, Route 1, lOrksey. Sullivan's award, valued at $2,450 per
year including books, fees, tuition and $100 per month subsistence, is fur
• three years, while McCann'i, including the same provisions, is for one year
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Hassled ot
Wa ng Chi ldren-
By Abigail Van Buren-
-4
three years and have a really great marriage. We have no
children because we don't want any. We discussed it
-befure„our marriage .and agreed-on it. .
----40,--ahreptrar4e4ar whenever Viteitifia ikeeL It's not that,
don't like children --we do, but we just don't want a family,
Our problem: our parents. His keep saging, -You'll be
. sorry later on.. Children -hold cr marriage together.-
Mine say. ' 'ot wanting children is unnatural, selfish
._._ and immat e.
Our fr' ds who have children keep 'asking if they can
bring i ir kids to our place so we can babysit sincewe're
- .guin 41:J1,4)/1;4.4y." We've. (Lone flint:J-1.w- times
-Ian&r w waiiliendSt:thiah-a-v'e cleared we don't Want:-
- • .
,Lliall...4411,1Y... My  and-lhava-baan_marrind-for
Abby. what do we say when our parents hassle us? And
how do we tactfully tell our- friends, tvithout losing their
friendship, that we don't want to look after their kids?
CHILDLESS BY CHOICE
-DEAR CHILDLESS:-Tell your parents that you
appreciate their concern and advice, but you don't feel the
-need to justify your decision Or debate Hit prim and co- ns of
-- • - -.parenthood witli them. And .the friendwyou lose because
you refuse to babysit, you are well rid of.
DEAR ABBY: When my married son gets a divorce, is
- 'It d Inter7jp.law 9 144 no& and I Areolill 
friendls with the "ex" but need to know for introductory
RUITIL123Er97-'— - '
- DEAR E.N.: Your son's ex-wife becomes your
et-d=omi.t.-.-iat-frni. Wiwi, introducing- -her, it's not -
necessary to mention your former relationship,
••••••,— —
1111111  .• Your Individual
Horoscope
MARCH OF DIMES =Nancy Weber, left, of the Welcome Wagon Club, presented a
check for $25 from the club to Linda Knight, to start the drive for the Mothers March of
Dimes. in Murray. Mrs. Knight is chairman of the drive in Murray and Calloway County
which will extend through Feb. 5 due to the weather conditions. This is the eighth con-
secutive year that the Welcome Wagon Club has been in charge of the fund raising ac-
tivities for the March of Dimes - elimination of birth defets in Murray. The Welcome
Wagon Club recently named Mrs. Knight as Member of the Month for her many ser-
-vices and activities for the club. - _ - - -----
jet's'Stay Well By
-
'DEAR A1138Y: I viOrk for "a large supermarket. May! 
offer some valuable tips to your millions of readers:
1. Women. NEVgRleave your purses in the top of your
 Th _
Prompt And Dirtec Pressure
grocery cart and walk away-even f r a minute.Br o ey can
• -disappear-before- you- turn-eround. -
. 2. .Don't evel bring large._arn_o_pL4, of,iponu,LiagLyake_.
seen thousands of &fiats lost."'
3. Don't comprain to the checkout person about high.
-.--;prie-e;-:-Ii"a -not otir   
4.„ If you pick up meat, milk or anything perishable, and
then decide you don't want it, please put it back where you
• found it. A store must make up its losses by charging YOU,.
the customer, more.
yrni-hitist bring aentall-ehild-with- yourplease--Iteep-
- en-eye- on Kim. There are Minty-ways a child can get hurt in-.
• a supermarket.
If your child must sit in. the shopping cart, please
.r.v.iiKh him careklty. I've_sge,n_kns of little heads kusted--
open from a fall from a cart. (-1
7. If you see someone shoplifting, don't be afraid to
report it to the minagement. Stores make up for their
losses-by marking their prices up. ' • =
If you think this' will help ybur readers, please print.
BIRMINGHAM
. - DEAR BIRMINGHAM:4 do, and I will--Think, for
sharing.
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
get people to like you, my new booklet. "How To Be
• "Popular; You're Never Too Yiiing or Too Old," is for you.-
Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124
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„Q:. M.R, M. writes that
a shdrt course i firg aid
lilarined at the factory in
which he works. Safety
pre-gtamat4ry-te-prevent
inittry, but the unionnd
management arecooperat-
ing to lessen the ill effects
of any major injury from




- "allege:Tie& and un-
ion in maintaining a safety
program. Understanding
how to use machinery that
iS potentially dangerous,
-guarding of moving parts,
operating with adequate
light, and standing or sit-
ting in a secure space
while working- are mea-
sures which assist in pre-
venting accidents.
-In-the case of an injury
which causes blood loss,
prompt effort has. to be
directed toward stopping
the bleeding. The most
practical thing to do is to
put pressure at the bleed-
ing site. .
-a vein is cut, theliow
;..of ,tdood can be large in
amount but comes out at a
Tairbc,kerriate ana it a
low p essure. Slight com-
pression at the point of
hemorrhage is usually ade-
quate to stop the blood loss7
-If an .artery is tut, the
blood flow often squirts out
in- rhythmic spurts with
-each beat of the- heart. The
.b1.06d. pressure. in an artery.
is higher:and bleeding can'
- be rapid and serious.
rAgan,'pi,auie nit the site
• nf injury, neurally heavier_
than for venous bleeding,
will control the blood loss.
In arterial bleeding, if
pressure --eVer• the wound, 
does not give adequate
control, -the tetety-• truty
have to be pressed Ogtw
tHe heart and the Wound tti '-
cut off the flow of blood.
For example, in the arm
and forearms,pressOe of- -
the artery on the innei side
of the arm next to the chest
will cut off the paissagPof -
blood through the major
artery (brachial). Pres-
sure of the artery in the
groin will stop the flow of
blood into the thigh and
leg. Pressure • over the.
large artery in the side of
the neck may help bleeding
in the upper neck. Usually,
bleeding from- sites in the
face or scalp can be con-
trolled by direct pressure.
Use the fingers and hand
promptly: The-clothing • of- •
the victim or paper or cloth
. towels may .be_useful. _
A tourniquet is discour-
aged because it may be put
on too tight or left on too
long.
The average adult has 10
to 12 pints of blood in his
body, . but if more than
-three or four pints are lost,
_New Vision Helper Is
Installed At Library
For those who need to see
better, the Calloway County
Ptiblic Library has a new
piece of reading -equipment.
The all-purpose Master
Lens' System is a portable
machine designed ,to _make
everything- bigger, brighter,
easier to see and to work with
- with both eyes open.
The Master Lens _is_ made
from one piece of optical glass
measuring 6 x 8" for ex-
pensive viewing. With curved
side up, the lens is used for
relaxed reading and free head
movement. With the flat side
-up;-_ concentration will be on
• the central working area for
vocational, rehabilitation, and
curriculum activities.
A light.--intensifier is also
installed to spread glare-free
illumination uniformly.
The lens is installed on a
table near the magazine
section of the library and may
be used in the library by any
patron who has difficulty
reading -normal size print.'
The vision -system . was
purchased by funds donated to
the Calloway.--County Public
Library by -a memorial fund
set up by-friends and family of
the late Harry Sledd and his
















A new approach to a business
ARIES 
. _._14, matter advised. Look beyond
Mar 21 to Apr. 201 er,---zt, the immediate situation.
A good word from the right --Petelli_tial' is,,, grime' thin you
source may enable you to gain may imagine.
the recognition you have been PISCES
waiting for. Business and f Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
financial [natters highly Don't give up on a pet project
favored because it seems to lack luster.
TAURUS Try a novel twist in approach -_
(Apr. 21 to May 21) d'i-...c,ty9' to restire-licentive and get
' ARIES -




tuition. You should have .4.1 YOU BORN TODAY are
_ A period for some reair:i .ppy day if you.donkfiel over . 
uauseally -=- independent,
praisal. Through reflection, you —ilfiaginary obstacles. 
 - -..-• reliable, a striver always - and
will get a clearer picture of the 
normally in an intelligent way.GEMINI
to June 21) 
n-4*
road ahead, to make plans for (M 
You may at times be given to
further accomplishment and Keep emotions under control 
useless ventures, though the
satisfaction, and do not make drastic or 
whole life's picture of the
TAURUS 
needless changes on the spur of Aquarian shows so much ability
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tiktis- the moment. Be especially 
and ceaseless energy that
domoie logic _ especially. tit „axolvsle tRinent. - _ . ___ .. .., _ _ .Don't let your impulses easily outweighs the hapless
attempts. You may follow
important accomplishment_ careful in a romantic in-
money now could prove 
t.lune n to July 23). foo 
You could raunc.h . a .. .. Ole
eventually mold it into a
situations where finances are someone else's idea that is not
Involved Recklessness with- right for success and
disastrous later. 
venture now if you have given it
workable, highly acceptable
blood, pressure drops and
tack, yendeath, may .
follow if bleeding contin-
ues.
Call for an emergency-
agnad or  a _physician
(know these phone num-
bers ahead of time). If help
is not ayailable, keep on
pressure andmovethevit-
tim to a hospital.- .
' Saturday, January 88
, _Alpha Department of
Murray Woman' Club has
cancelled its meeting for
today.
- 'Sunday, Januaryir
Mr. 'and Mrs. Jesse T.
Young will be honored at a




niversary i ..e Farmington
Community Center. All
relatives and friends are in-
vited-to call between the hours
of two to four p. m.
Sunday, January 29
Recitals by ' CatheY C,am-
pobello, Rockford, M., and
Bonnie Stockdale, Camden,
Tn., flute and piano, will be at
two p.m. and by Michael J.
Shore, baritone, Savanna,
will be at 3:30 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital 'Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Monday, January 30
Recovery, Inc., is scheduled
to meet at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray, at Aven p.m.
Tuesday, January 31
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at the




rgs_she_duled its meeting at
seven p.m. at the home of
Eleanor Kodman with Dr














Poison Control • . 753-150
Senior Citizens . 253 0919
Iteedline . . 751-NEED






(May 22 to June 21) n
poise should be at a peak now,
so take the initiative and go
after what you want. Stumbling
blocks will fall by the wayside.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231
Personal relationships under
something of a cloud. Be
-especially tactful where money
is involved.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some intrigue evident. Keep
involvement to a minimum. Go






What kind-of' .day will -
• tomorrow be? To find out what AQUARIUS
the stars say, read the forecast (Jan- 21 to Feb. 19)
given for your birth Sign.
 F11111013 brake
JANUARY II, 1078
What kind Of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
careful thought. A good day for
promoting, advertising your
wares- in general, press on to
Excellent Mercury influences. rbetter things.
encourage- intellectual pursuits, 1LEO
communications and aviation 4 (July 24 to Aug. 23) 1 244k
interests._ Day spells action.1';,,...„... Where there); a difference's(
Plan and act wisely. . Nnpinion in a job situation,
CANCER negotiate rather than argue.
(June 22 to July 23) 431(;::) Realize that you have the
Your self-confidence and necessary backing and act
accordingly. ----- --
VIRGO -
(Aug. 24 L0_201=131. '
-Emphasis is on ACTION. You
can now go ahead with plans
conceived last week, expanding
your interests considerably.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 41-1-1
The spotliglit is now on your
material interests... Indications
are' that you will receive
something of value - and in an
entirely unexpected manner.
'SCORPIO
:Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Stellar influences encourage.
More of the grit and ingenuity -
that won laurels for you in the -
past. This will be a good day for-
innovations.
obstacles. You have no op' SAGMARIUS
ponents so • strong that they (NoV. 23 to Dec. 21) e,k0
can't-- be bandied- with :wriertg-..'.
suasiveness and good will. speculate, but,a fine one in
.(SCOc°RPt. 2tMto Nov. 22) 1.1L'InA__ 
which to seek information
regarding- future investment&
Avoid making hasty - CAPRICORN •
decisions. Look more closely
into all-situations. There may be




(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) .
A stimulating day! Stellar
aspects give new impetus to all
worthwhile undertakings..
Especially favored: family
• interests, community projects,
traveL
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan-. 20)
Don't be disappointed if a
planned trip is called off. It
could be for the best. Evening
social activities promise to be
lively.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
• Distant interests take the.
spotlight. YOU may ilOW be able
to take a trip that was post-
poned or you may hear some
excellent news from afar.
PISCES
4=j4
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Your native intuition at a
peak. A good day for back*




YOU BORN TODAY have
excellent staying power which
keeps you on course no matter
how many obstacles you en-
counter. This is a big factor in
the successes you achieve. You
are extremely versatile and
could especially make your
mark in literature or art.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20: lJTI
Your morale should get a
boost now. Some new light is
shed on old problems and you
should find more persons
responding to your efforts. A
XCI
one. Birthdate of: Franklin D.
Roosevelt, 32nd Pres., USA:;
Carol Channing, actress; Sorb;





dence 7 is a, demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase,-.- It Is
designed to help older
persons remain in.





1. Are age 60 'or
older, AND
2. -Need services 'to




'and others), AND -










One of America's Favorite Gospel Groups




at the West Ky. Exposition Center
Advance Sale Tickets - Noss On Sale at the West Ky, Exposition
Center and P.N. Hirsch in Olympic Plaza
All tickets CA more night of singing
Shows for the Winter Weather
Movie Watchers


















































Lt. CoL Paul Ptt.ts is on duty with the __program at the 
meeting of. the Carter
U. S. Combat Air Forces in Phan Rang, School 
Parent-Teacher Association.
Miss Edna Eugenia Ayer, daughter ofVietnam.
Deaths reported include Mrs. D. B.
Virgie Workman, age 72, David
Duncan, and Malcolm Sublett III.
Eula Mae Doherty, Phillip Shelton,
Jean Geurin, Beth Broach, Ruth Pasco,
and Nancy Radcliffe presented the
-20'ATears-Ago
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Ayer, Jr., of Seneca,
S. C., was married to Albert Brigham
Futrell, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Futrell, Sr., of Murray, on Jan. 20. _ ....
"Counterpoint" starring Charlton —
Heston and Maximilian Schell is
showing at the Capri Theatre.
Macon Blankenship, director of
safety at Murray Manufacturing
Company, was speaker at the Chief
Chennubby District Scout meeting held
at Mayfield.
Mesdames William Adams, -Arlo
Sprunger, Jim Washer, Bill McCuiston,
Ernest Madrey, Rozella Outland, Billy
Murdock, N. P. Cavitt, Hansel Ezell,
Bobs Hopper, Tonunye D. Taylor,
Everett Norsworthy, and Barletta
Wrather of the .,Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs are attending the
46th annual Farm and Home Week at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington,
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1.
30-Yearg-Ago
Annette Parks, Benita Maddox, Gale
Houston, John Hutson, Tommy Wells,
and Kenneth Sinclair of the First
Christian Church attended the World
Youth Fellowship meeting in.Paducah
on Jan. 25.
The Murray-Knights continue to lead
the Atomic Valley Independent
Basketball League after beating
Possum Trot. Smikoski was high with
21 for Murray.
Mary Ann Clark, chairman of the
Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, said the annual benefit
bridge party was held Jan. 23.
Plans and specifications for a new
grade school building for Murray were
approved by the Kentucky Department -
of Education and Kenlucky Board of
HeaAh, according to Supt. of City
SchbOls W. Z. Carter, The building will
be on South Ninth Street.
The weatherman set a new record for
the season in Murray last night. The
lowest temperature recorded during,
the night was three-degrees above zero
and at seven a.m. today the mercury
was still in the same spot. -
No relief was in sight for the fuel
40 Years Ago
situation in Murray this morning. Both
coal and fuel oil dealers said that unless
warmer weather arrives soon, they
didn't know what their customers
would do.
New officers of the Murray Magazine
Club are Mrs. L. E. Owen, Mrs. R. H.
Hood, Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, Mrs. R. A.
Johnston, and Mrs. Frank Littleton.
The Bethel College Chorus of
McKenzie, Th., will present a program
of religious music at the North Pleasant
Grove taniberland Presbyterian
Church on-Feb. 1.
T. C. Arnett, principal of Lynn Grove
High School where he has taught
agriculture for the past nine years, was
named as superintendent of Calloway
County Schools by the Calloway County
Board of Education: He succeeds -M. 0.
Wrather who has -served for eight_
years.
The Farmers Bank of Hazel has gone
into voluntary liquidation and will be
absorbed by the Dees Bank of Hazel,
according to J. M. Marshall, cashier of
the Dees Bank.
Deaths reported this week include
Ws. Linnie Wade Marrs, age 53, Mrs.
Mary Virginia Dick, age 84, J. C. Dunn,
age 78, Lewis Cunningham, age 48, and
50 Years Ago
Vernon Richard Hale, age 35. •
Murray tobacco sales for the past
week showed an average of $9.03-per
hundred weight. The season average is
now at $8.78.
--E. G. Neale was elected as president
and Richard Walston as vice-president'
of the Calloway County Farm Bureau.
Dr. B. F. Berry of Murray has been
elected as president of the South-
western Dental Society at the district
meeting held at Paducah.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Short on Jan.
20, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Winfred
James on Jan. 22, and twin boys,
Gerald and Earl, to Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Tabers on Jan. 23.
The new Murray Training School
building on North 16th Street on the
Murray State Teachers College campus
will open Jan. 30 with a faculty of
sixteen, according to W. J. Caplinger,
director of the school.
An epidemic of measles has
necessitating the closing of graded and
high schools at Hazel and Farmington.
Sixty-five cases of measles were
reported at the Hazel school.
Deaths reported this week include
Harley Rurnfelt, age 24, Jim Ferguson,
age 50, and Luvenia Ann Rutland, age
64.
New directors of the Purchase-Dir -
Company are Oda McDaniel,' T. 0.
Baucum, E. C. Jones, R. A. Shell, and
R. H. Falwell.
J. A. Howlett, Maynard Ragsdale, A.
J. Burkeen, J. I. Linn, H. J. Griffin, J.
M. Mahan, J. C. Mahan, N. J. Colson, J.
.T. Graham, and Roy Burkeen are new
officers of Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons.
Judge Rafe Jones spoke on
"Taxation" at the meeting of the
Exchange Club of Murray.
Miss Mable Thurman, daughter of
the Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman, has
taken a position with the Columbus
School System, Columbus, Ky.
N. 0. Pierce is proprietor of the
Murray Shoe hospital, shoe repair
business in Murray.
THIS ITI- IEGIRL$ BASKETBALL































































The Automotive Safety Hotline
_By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney-General
Vehicle defects have been a factor in
6-12 per cent of all automobile accidents
that occured within the past year. Thus,
automotive manufacturer 'recalls"
have been increasing as result of
More intense investigations into these
vehicle safety defects. Many of these
-vehicles may have had defects which
were under a manufacturer's "recall"
of which the owner was unaware.
Alf a car-is under a Manufacturer's'
"recall," the manufacturer has the
responsibilitito notify the owner oftbe
"recall." However, a major problem
arises when three or four consumers
have owned the car. It then becomes
difficult for the manufacturer to trace
the ownership of the car through the
different owners. Consequently, there
are a number of ,owners that never
receive official notification oil ithe
"recall" of their automobiles. 
Anyone knowing or suspecting that
his vehicle is under "recall" should
contact' the manufacturer regarding
the recall. If the car is less than eight
years old, the present owner is also
entitled to have the vehicle repaired
free of charge at a local dealer. For this
reason, the dealers are regularly
notified by the manufacturer of
recalled automobiles.
There is also a toll-free Automotive
Safety Hotline that supplies consumers
with general information on vehicle
recalls. This number is 1-800-424-9393.
For example, recently a 1976-77
automobile was recalled because of a
defect in the front wheel braking power.
The manufacturer was responsible for
notifying each purchaser of this
recalled model to take his car t6 a
dealer for inspection. However, if you
suspect your car may be under a
manufacturers recall and you do not
receive a manufacturer's notification,
the Automotive Safety Hotline should
be able to help you find out if your car is
under recall.
This Hotline will give you a general
description of the make and model of
the vehicle under recall and the type of
defect. At the present time though the
Hotline cannot provide information on
specific automobiles that were pur-
chased from the line of cars in question.
For specific information, you will need
to contact the automobile manufac-
turer or the Office of Defect
anon Nom llowthoi
• . • • .
Investigations at the National l_i_ighway
Traffic Safety Adminfstration,
Department of Transportation, 400 7th
Street S. W., Washington, D. C. 20590.
The Automotive Safety Hotline ( 1-800-
424-9393) also takes complaints con-
cerning safety defects in vehicles"- -
Following your telephone complaint,
you will he sent a questionnaire to fill
our regarding the safety problem. This
hiplaint Will then be forwarded to the *
manufacturer and-the Office of Defect




If you have a consumer comptiint
regarding another matter, &intact the
Office of the Attorney General, Con-
sumer Protection Division, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601. The office has found
that it can most effectively handle
consumer complaints and encourages
you to write if you have a consumer
complaint. However, if you have an
emergency situation or just need some
information call the toll-free consumer




The national debate over the Panama
Canal is concerned with more than the
importance of the waterway.
The viewpoints of the pro and anti-
canal surrender groups and leaders
reflect profoundly different convictions
about the place and the power of the
United States. Thus the canal debate
reveals the battle of ideas in our
country. •
The most powerful aggregation of fin
ancial, academic and media forces in
America-what is referred to as the
liberal establishment-believes that a
surrounded America must make major
concessions to the Third World in order
to survive. The proposed Surrender of
the Panama Canal is regarded,
therefore, as an important symbolic
act. The Third World wants America to
confess to "imperialism." The coun-
tries of Afro-Asia and Latin America
regard a turnover of the canal to
Panama as an act of decolonization.
The Carter administration accepts
this thesis in its official pronoun-
cements. It apologizes for the U. S. role
in acquiring the Canal Zone in the first
place. Its spokesmen, such as Dr.
Zbigniew Brzezinski, head of the
National Security Councul, envision the
United States yeilding to the numerous
socialist nations of the Third World.
This philosophic outlook also was ,
reflected in President Carter's speech
WRITE TO POLITICIANS--
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses'
of the state and federal elected
ripresentatives serving our area. •
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510 .
Sen. Wendel1H-Ferst_ _
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing I-
564-2500 or by writing to them in eare
of the .State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of, state legislators




Rep. Kepeeth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd StrEset,
Murray, Ky. 42071
•
at Notre Dame University.
Over the past year, the Carter ad-
ministration has discounted U. S. ties
with 'anti-communist states and allies
among the industralized powers. It has
sought to find new friends among the
communist states and the Third World
regimes of Africa.
Only a few days ago, Sen. Alan
eranston ( D-Calif .1, the Majority Whip
and close administration adherent,
urged that the United • States "nor-
malize" its relations with Peking, along
the lines suggested by the communists.
Cranston's appeasement proposal calls
for abandonment of the free Chinese on
Taiwan, including an end to the U. S.-
Taiwanese defense treaty.
That's the pattern: concessions and
yeilding to communist regimes around
the globe. Another part of the pattern is
abandonment of America's power
position and symbolic acts of retreat.
Ratification of the Panama Canal
treaties would acComplish both goals. It
would signal that the United States is
prepared to accept a smaller role in the
world.
The greatest danger to the American
people in the future is not loss of the
canal installations at the Isthmus of
Panama but the entrenchment of the
surrender syndrome. It spreads like a
malignant groweth throught he organs
of politics, education and the press.
Surrender of the Panama Canal is
presented as a sophisticated approach
to dealing with hemispheric security-
the gambit employed by columnist
William F. Buckley Jr., who has
engaged in a crusade for ratification of
the treaties, thereby dismaying his
conservative admirers.
The Ford-Kissinger lineup on behalf
of the Panama treaties only testifies to
the common philosophical basis of the
present and past administrations. Both
recruited their foreign policy staffs out
of the network of liberal establishment
institutions that engendered the
surrender syndorme.
Stubblefield...
iCootinited From Page 1)
Miss Ruth Sexton, Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Dr.
and Mrs. Charles Romra, Dr and Mrs.
rrt Mrs maiirine Jones
Hopson, Dr. and Mrs. Conrad H. Jones,
• Miss Rubie E. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Whitnell, Mr. and Mrs. William M.
Beale!
Rat Ryan Hughes, Mrs. Elizabeth L.
Ordway, Dr. and firs. John C. Quer-
termous, Mrs. Ruth Roberts, Mrs.
Norene Tucker, Mrs. Mildred Beale
Russell, Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott, Jr.,
-Mr. and Mrs. Michael R. Stone, Mrs.
Clyde Jones, Mr. and Mrs. William S.
Major.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy P. Thurman, Mr.
and Mrs. S. Q. Hale, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
W. Parker, Dr. and Mrs._ Richard H.
Stout', Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller, Dr.
and Mrs. James C. Hart, Mr. and Mrs.
Dan B. Edwards, Mrs. Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Nanny, Hurt and Christopher.
Dr. and Mrs. Max G. Carman, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Stewart, Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Garrison, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
and .Mrs. T._ B. Hogan-
camp. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hughes,
Jack R. Kennedy, P. L bassiter, Mrs.,
Jane H. Rogers.
Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Lowry. Seilaiu-n
White, Mr. and Mrs. James D. Clopton,
Mrs. Robert R. Craig, Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes Ellis, Sr.. Dr. and Mrs. I. J.
Hortin, Mr. and Mrs. I. Wells Purdom,
Sr., -Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
Mrs. Evelyn Wilson and family, Mr.
and Mrs. E. B. Howton.
William Donald Overbey, Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Assoc., C.
0. Bondurant, Mr.`and Mrs. Mancil J.
Vinson, Dr. and Mrs. Harry M. Sparks,
Billington Finance and Investment Co.,
Mr. arid Mrs. R. W. Churchill, Joe Dick,
Mr. and Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten,
Langston Candy Company, Mrs.
Margorie S. Dunn, Clara Louise Jones.
Dr. and Mrs. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
Home Department, Murray Woman's
Club, People's Bank, Mrs. Fannie
• Stubbleifled.
Kirkseyi Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Hurt.
' tl,azel Mr. and Mrs. Hugh P. Miller,
Mrs. J. M. "Marsliall, Mrs. Nina P._ _ . _
Craig.
New Concord: R. E. Shermin.
The "other" America that believes in  -
America's historical greatness and
capacity for achievement in...a hostile
world environment finds spokesmen in
the opponents of the Canal giveaway.
One of these opponents, Vice Adm.
Fitzhugh Lee, the distinguished former
commandant of the Natioaal War
College, has reminded us in a brilliant
essay that retention of the canal is vital
to "our national spirit and our national
willingness to win."
Despite the establishment's deter-
mination that America should feel
guilty about its past and yield to present
enemies, grassroots Americans remain
largely unaffected by this lack of faith.
They believe in the rightness of their
country. They don't want the U. S.
government to sound retreat in
Pa rill ma or anywhere our freedoms and 4.




San Francisco, Calif.- Sixty San
Franscisco policemen are- taking
drama lessons. But they plan to star on
the street, rather than on the stage.
Th officers were selected to dress as
old women, pensioners and tourists in
the city's war against muggers.
Police Chief Charles Gain decided
they needed tutoring on how to act
convincingly on the street, so he
brought in Elizabeth Tucker, a drama
instructor from California State
University-San Francisco, to the Hall
of Justice to give classes.
Ms. Tucker, while acting out the part
of an old woman, told her first class :"
"You should not walk mincingly, or
swing your hips. Walk slowly and
stooped."
She also told them what to wear.
One young officer asked: "When
we're out in drag-I mean as
women-what kind of stockings should
we wear,"
"Definitely not pantyhose even
though football player Joe Namath
plugs them on television," she said.
San Francisco Examiner
Going to his lawyer to collect the fire
insurance on his store, the merchant
was surprised to see how much the
attorney was keeping in fees.
"The case has been in litigation a
long time," the attorney explained.
"I've earned it."
"For Pete's sake," muttered the
Client, "youd' think you started the
fire."
The busiest peddlers on Brighton
Beach the other day were hawking
marijuana, advertising loudly the
availability of "single joints.- Then the
police swooped-and tickered a peddler
who was selling knishes without a
license. (N. Y. Post)
GOVERNMENT
itartford-The praying mantis
yesterday won unanimous committee
approval as Connecticut's state insect,
despite an argument that the bug can
be rather beastly.
One lawmaker pointed out that the
female praying mantis "carnivorously
ceonsumerib-e-ma le after 
tmating."That," said the law aker, "ex-
plains why so many mali, praying
mantis wait until late in life to
marry."( Hartford Courant )
In Austin, Texas, "Crazy Carl"
Hickerson„a flower peddler running for
city council, has spent time in jail and is
a former go-go dancer, artist's model
and marijuana salesman. Sounds like
perfect qualifications for a city coun-
cilman.
Bible Thought
For as often as ye eat this bread,
.and drink this cup, ye do chew the
Lord's death till he comes. J Corin-
thians 11:26 •
tits 14W!'reaches ba%.1!wanti"- to 'an
-upper room --Its fyrovssions sustain in
the present Our eyes..









h - • ,Inermen awe otlec5 who egioy_the outotdoors -
Auk Yard Sid Feeding
Winter is the time of year
'.11/1) -41-•
Fall and Winter Butch Greer Outdoor Editor _
Sportsman's Journ
Cola Feet
There doesn't seem to be 4
much outdoor activity during
tar present throb of---teld -
-weather and deep-snow. A
friend of mine, Tom Powell,
ever at Benton is a ven-
turesome soul, however, and
has been out rabbit hunting.
The tale could have beep'
'-traaic alter his last hip When -
he fell through some snow and
ice encrusted water. It is a
--,issedicaimystery bedidn't get -
frostbite from his one mile,
barefoot trek back to his
truck. I'd call that a close
encounter of the first kind. If
be hadn't -haye removed, his-
water-soaked boots- he would
hlve4Xobably -needed' tO seek
medical help. As it turned out,
a pan of warm water put the
feeling back after he got
home.
-Nesallottkl-
a new • you-
may be interested in. En-
dangered Species: A
Bibliography, by Don A.
Wood, Environmental In-
stitute, - Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater, OK.
$5.00, 85 pp. This bibliography,
compiled by a research
assistant with -the OklahOme-
Coo per a ti-v-e----Wi+d-l-ife
Research Unit, is a single
referoce Jsoure  dl
publications about the world's
rareT-threatened,-endengeria,--
and recently extinct wildlife
and plants. It is designed for
wildlife Biologist, land use
• planners, foresters, and
others concerned with or
_ affected by _ rare and_ eik.,
dangered species
management, research, and-
-.....lonsarvation. It is divided into
three major sections: an in-
troduction, and-- alphabetic --




, Another good book • that is
highly recommended for a
family is Wildlife Country,
Row To Enjoy It, published by
the National Wildlifet
Federation, 1977, 208 pp. Howl









. 641 South Fiona 753-9491
OOOOO IN•111•••••• OOOOOOO MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM Of a close-up of, an elusive bob-
•
• cat, wash a down sleeping
• bag, or avoid, the poisonous
•
rnoonseed...these are just _a
few of the handy tips found inMurray Home & Auto
The )tore for the
a •44 Outdoor Sportsman
-,10-
Murray's








Located W Rallroad Avenue 753-1933
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair




reader on journeys--from the
roaring Snake Tinker to placid,
Adirondack waters, and
locates ten of the best wildlife
watching spots in the country.
All the basics essential to full
en joymint of the -outdoors ire-.
included: Finding your way
With - M-11) and coinpass,
1:hosing-the' rIghtlear‘eating-
well, and administering lirtit
aid. To complement all this
information are beautiful full-
color photographs taken by a
numfter of - -nature
photographers. A real ad-
dition to the self-qufflrient
explorer's or family's library.
Wildlife Country may be
purchased for $12.95 from
National Wildlife Federation,
/41z ktoln 'Street, N.W.
-NNWicagaiTIFtr. 28036
Trapper CoVse Required
A course in humane, safe
and proper trapping
tectiniquas ir now required by
law of all first-time and under-
18 trappers in the state of
Washington.
The new law enacted this -
..when songbirds have trouble
findink readily available food
supplies. All birds, and par-
ticularly songbirds, ten-d to be
short-lived even in the best of
times. In the worst of times,
such as during brutally severe
winter periods when food
'supplies are iced over or
deeply snow covered, the
mortality of some bird species
In some areas can soar to well
over 80 percent. The main
reason-not enough food.
Over 20 mlnot
have taken -up backyard bh
' (Tatou Firearms Safety
Program .
-- All Washington- firstAfrne
taiter—me--tmppersrorthosirunder age
--qtintiii-preseittirrertificate
_ stating that they have, coin%
pleted the course before
participating in -future-
training sessions held at any
annual Washington State
- Trappers' Rendezvous.
Training emphasis will be
plaeed'en the importance of
-the :tripper's role_k_arildlife
management _ and his
responsibilities and will be




.,,Area turkey hunters are
-reminded of the deadline for
making application for turkey Golden Pond, KY -- Dr. Jeff
hunts at Shelby Forrest and Lincer, the first director Of the
Reelfoot Wildlife National Wildlife Federation's
Management Areas IS Set Tor Raptor Informal:tort-Center-
Felruary 8. Applications---- qaohington, Cwili deliver
year require a $5.30 fee. An- the keynote presentation at
cording to management area the 9th -Annual Eagles
officials, there is a 50 percent Weekend. at Lake Barkley
no-show tor --quota turkey State Resort Park,
hunts.lt is believed thannly through gundaY, February 24-
the serious turkey hunters will 26; 1978-
apply tot' the quota permits Major " objectives of the
since there is npw a fee. Priv recently established Raptor
Information Center are
assisting in the contiereation
Washing State Game were being restricted from of bald eagles and other raptor
iPePartzP.P4 .41e.fiT.st of :hot - while- apparent "free gPeFieg bY-:- identifYing and
to this new fee regulation;
- year-was sPenearad -by- the --some--avid ' hut ey htmters
its kind in the nation. perinft seekers" were not protecting critical bald eagle
•_striictoss for the tgipPet- atteidfing the hu--aiip.,-= habitat; Mere-aging corn-7.
training _program will come pliratIons for the hunt and munications and acting as a
from the state's trapper further information may be "clearingliouie" for relevant
organizations and will be &tabled by contacting Ged literature; and identifying and
trained 8% certified by the -Petit, 11o6 Highway 4,5 encouraging the support of
game departnient in a rniftine Director's Plaza, priority bald eagle 'research,.
alinilar_to ._the present. man- _ jeckgss,..Tessessee-38301. including annual censusingi-
Alois her &dm Cornfield
lin Thick Confiscated
„fillies A. Larkin, a- resident
of Valley Illinois, was
recently convicted in Madison
County General Sessions
Court in Tennessee of hunting,
killing, possessing and
transporting a doe deer taken
during closed season. Larkin
paid 850 in fines and $42.25 in
court costs. Declared con-
traband and property of the
state as a result of the con-
viction were 1973 Ford
pickup truck anda brand new
Storey's
Foodaint
Open 7 Days A Week
80. m. - 10:00 p.m.







Specializing in servicing tires it 4 W.D. Vehicles
----= "Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
408N. 4th In The Jackson Purchase 753-6779
MIME'
OUTBOARDS
Better in the long run. Come see why!
From 2 to 140 h.p. available
Shipwash Boat 'N' Motor
Highway 94 fast 8 Miles from Murray
502-759-1812
Browning Light, 12- gauge,
shotgun. .
Larkin was apprehended by
Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency's Madison County
Wildlife Officer .Jeff Bailey.
Officer Bailey located LarKin
in the Willowby Road area of
Madison County the night of
November 15 some 4 days
prior to the openings of the
regular gun, deer season.
Bailey stated that Larkin was
skinning the illegal doe deer
by the headlights of the truck
when he apprehended him.
Bailey was later provided
assistance by Area 12 En-
forcement Supervisor Ray
Henry and Officer Tom
Grimsley. Bailey reported
that Larkin said he had been
deer hunting and that the deer
was the first he had taken ill 19




our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment




In addition, Dr. Lincer and
his staff actively involve the
public, scientists, and agency
-0121. Federation pd'rvituiP1 TV:
• identify key bald eagle habitat-
areas.
Eagles Weekend will begin
'Friday evening at the Lake ,
Barkley -Lodge convention
center. The program will
include presentations by
Edwin- Ray, Conservationist,
Land Between The Lakes;
Marilyn' Williamson, Regional 
-.Naturalist, Tetinersee
Division__ of_ _Parks and
Itecreation;_ Childs,
...Refuge Manager, Tennessee
-National Wildlife Refuge- and
Dr. !Inept- - _
This 9th Annual Eagle
Weekend is sponsored by WA
in cooperation with _the
Kentucky Department of
feeding. Such feeding will not'
significantly modify mother
nature's annual impact on
overall bird population trends.
On the other hand, there is no
doubt that regular daily
backyard feeding, properly
done, can spell the difference
between death and survival
foa certain local populations of
some - species during these
lean months. The following
are some bird feeding tips:
1.) Feed a variety of foods:
Cracked Om, thistle, sun-
flower and millet are
preferred fare. Peanut butter,
corn meal, peanuts, hampster
pellets, fresh fruit ind dry dog
food are good for added
variety.
2.) Use beef suet year
round: Suet is available free
from most butcher shops. Put
it in an onion stick or screen
wire and tack it to a tree
 where dogs can't-reach It
Use a variety of feeders
and feeding techniques: You
should consider-ground level,
tabletop, hanging and tree top
feeding locations. Different
bird species feel more com-
fortable feeding in different_
areas.
4.) Place feeders and feed
close to trees and. shrubbery:
•
Birds. are wild creatures and
they feel more comfortable
near natural diver types.
5.)Once you start feeding
don't stop: Birds will become
dependent on you and they will
visit your feeder at least once
a day. If you stop before
spring, chances are the birds
may die.
6.) Keep a log: Get yourself
a good hintidentification book
and keep a record of the
species you see during a
year's time. It is not unusaual
for Tenneseeans to see
'anywhere from 19 to over 100 -
bird species on their feeders in
years period.
Once you get started and
join the other 20 million plus
American's who feed birds
you may find, like they have,
that it can be more rewarding,
moredownright exciting, than
televisiononnMes or 
9th Annual Eagles Weekend Scheduled
Lake Sad* ledge
For lodging information
write or call Lake Barkley
State Resort Park, Route 2,
radis, -4224E--telephorie7.-
-(502) 924-1171; or for ad- --
ditional information on Eagles
Weekend write or call TVA, -
Land Between The Lakes,




*Elii;:ds have the highest body
-temperature of all creatures-
104 to 1.10 degrees Fahrenheit.
- -
When a ground squirrel goes
into hibernation  Its body
teinfierature 'drops from 97
degrees to °Mr 39 degrees.
641 Super Shell






24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
We Appreclate Your Business"







We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
, Seiko watches
--









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7W! s Art MURAT, Ky., 1.11:001R1 TIMES, Saturday, Jeasery 211., 1978
David Parker congratulates Gary Turner on his return to Parker Ford.
Gary Turner Returns To
Parker Ford Sales Staff
Parker Ford is pleased to
announce the return of Gary
Turner to their sales staff.
Turner a native Of Murray,
had left -in- 1977 /to
work for • bbs' Ford, and
Courte Pontiac, both in
MeIJif and both under the
e ol of 'Dobb's
anagement.,
While in, Memphis. Turner _
worked in the areas --Of new
and used, car sales, financing,
and advertising. .- • s.
Turner said, "This in-
_creased my_knowledge in fleet
and individual car leasing and
financing end that ift turn will
help me to-better serve ffly old
and new customers."
Turner is a 1966 graduate of
Murray High School, attended
Murray State and,has com-
pleted Ford Mottr Company's
courses in salesmanship, new
and used sar ruanagment,
local and advance ad-
vertising, and financing.
--Turner has atso-echieved the
levels of Ford Professional
Salsa Council and Ford
Master Saels Council in
1974,75, and again in '76.
Turner, his wife, Linda, and
five year old son, Chad, ar
presently residing at 14076
Sycamore.
Turner also said he is happy
to be back both in Murray and
at parker Ford.-
_
DETROIT ( AP )-Heavy General ors Corp-,
iii*-44179-74idiestan4East -Chilli and American-
helped keercar bufersout of M 0P-r-adr'rePPrted _
showrooms last week and sent-'
new car sales for mid4a
tumbling 15 per cjatiram
sales a year , the four
dornesti automakers
repo esday.
e Jan. 11-20 period
becomes the seventh con-
secutive 10-day span in which
the major 1J. S. car
manufaCturezz_have poked.
decline form year-ago figures.
Sales in the oat recent 10 days
totaled 188,777, compated to
222;922 a year ago.
At sour
service
Put US to work when
looking to sett your
goods. Our staff is
on hand to help you
- create ads that get




For GM, which delivered
100,147 cars during the-period
agaliist 123,534 a year apt" the
decline was the fourth in the
sales off,19 per cent from the last rive reporting periods.
same 1977 period. Ford Motor Chrysler, which unveiled its-.
Co. sales dropped 6 per cent. new Plymouth Horizon and
- - -- tiodge Orrini during 'hie
period, delivered 24,492 cars,
-off from 30,286 a year ago. FL
K. Brown, Chrysler executive
vice president, said. the ,two
new compact offerings "art
tenerating a great deal of
showroom traffic at our
dealerships, and creating in-






Named tcitie newly creatad
position of' vice-president -
international is Josiah A.
Flournoy, who will be
responsible for the company's
European and Mexican
business and for the
development of new markets
elsewhere.
Reporbng to Mr. Flevesey
and assuming new positions
are the following: - - ---
Duncan L Farr, previously
acting managing directer-of
the Fisher-lkice sales com-
pany in the United Kingdom,
who has been named director
- international marketing;
and
John H. Koogle, previously.
director of European
"January sales in the South
and West are running ahead of
last year, but the Snowbelt
'states are falling short," said
Gordon B. MacKenzie, Ford
sales operations vice
president. Ford sales of 59,824














• Choose from a selection of flexible
insurance plans to protect your farm, home,
and personal property.
We can take your choice of MULT1GUARD
- coverages and combine them into one
comprehensive package of protection for
-your property, plus insurance for most of
tfie liability exposures you and your family
may- face during Personal activities. .,
See us today about a personalized
MULTIGUARD insurance plan for your
farm and family.
.The -*tray Insurance Agency
Bel Air Shopping Cent's., Phone 753 4751
DANK NOTES.
by Bill Boyd
Would you like us to loan
money to you? Actually,
we enjoy making loans.
There's one factor we
have to consider: Will
you be able to repay the
loan? We must be sure
of repayment in order to
protect our depositor's
money.
When you need a loan from us, just explain what the
loan is for and how you plan to repay it. It's that sim-
Pic
PEOPLES/BANK
r, • Member FDIC
FIREMANS FUND
•





.operations, who has be,en "This organization will be
named director - in-
ter na tio nal operations.
Robert A. Hoffman,
previously manager of in-announced by Henry H.
terrtatiolla Actonating,bAsCoords, president. " name& lnlerutional
controller, Continuing • to
report to Janies H. Frank,
vice-president and controller.
Most recently an executive
with the Colgate-Palmolive
Company, Mr. Flournoy has
experience in manlifacturing
and marketing in Argentina,
idesaco, and siveral countries
in Europe. He is a graduate of
- New York University.
„.r. In making the an-
nouncement, Henry Coords
said: "Our international,
business accounts for ap-
proximately one-third of our
total sales, yet it has been
conducted for* some time
without a central staff to plan
and guide its growth.
responsible for strengthening
our business outside the
country and for developing
our business in areas where
we ..do not.. have strong
penetration."
One of Western New York's
leading exporters, Fisher-
Price is building manufac-
turing capacity in Europe.
Late last year the company
announced the development of
a manufacturing-warehousing
complex in Peterlee, England,
about 250 miles .-north of
London. In addition, Fisher-
Price has a_plant.ia)Caulille,
Belgium, and produces a-
portion of the toy line under a
manufacturing agreement
vith a company in Wales.
European headquarters for
Fisher-Price is located in
Brussels. Other internationai.
interests include Mexico;
Canada, Germany, - and -
France.
r ;
OUTSTANDING CATALOG - Kentucky Association of Fairs and Horse Shows recen-
tly awarded the Murray-Calloway County Fair an "outstanding fair catalog award."
Shown here with the award and catalog are (from left) Ted Delaney, jaycee,fair corn-
asiffee chairman, Jerry McCoy, fair president, and George Hodge, a director of Ken-
tocky_Association of Fairs and Horse Shows. Businessmen and others in the area soon-
icired—tfie catalog by taking out advertisements in it.
Nugent Sharp Named To Post
Nugent Sharp, general
manager of the Ingersoll-
Rand Company in 1Viayfield,
will be installed as the new
president of the Four Rivers
Marlufacturers Council at a
board of directors meeting
Peb. 9.
Sharp- and other officers for
1978 were elected recently.
Others to take office are: Dr.





and general manager of the
Vanderbilt ,Chemical Cor-
poration in . Murray,
secretary; and Thomas E.
Rice, plant manager of The
Tappan Company in Murray,
treasurer.
Each new officer' to be in-
stalled at the 7 pan. meeting
Feb. 9 at the Casa Mia
Restaurant at Hickory wi)1
also serve a two-year term on
the board of directors.
Thirty-two companies in
West Kentucky, West Ten-
nessee, and Sciuthern Illinois
currenUy hold membership in
the • Four Rivers Manufac-
turers Couficil, an
organization made up
primarily of chief executive
officers or plant inanagett of
manufacturing and
processing concerns. It meets
-monthly to discuss and deal




The group was assisted in its
original organization by
Murray State University and
meetings" are regularly at-
tended by representatives of
the university. _
A major goal of the
•organization is to encourage
and tq develop conditions for
constructive . management
practiCes in the industries it
represents. Shinners said





"Quality Appliances At Discount Prices"
West Kentucky Appliance
111 oNnoe hri75 "„u r7 rta I Center Across from ColonialMouse Smorgasbord
"Man's mind is like a parachute, to work, it first
Jos- to be open."
—ii. Smith ln Boston Herold Traveler
PRINTING
Winchester Services
-The Rusinessrwoh's Choice For Fin.,
102 North 4tkitreet Murray Kr. 42071 - 753-53.7
not n6w members are en-
couraged to become part of
the organization. They may
contact -him at Vanderbilt
Chemical Corporation in
Murray
Other members of the board
of dirVors are: Anthony
Androiki, plant manager of
the Westvaco Corporation in
Wickliffe; John Morgando,
plant manager of Proforin - 
InC.,lediealt; C. L. Woods,
_Jr., plant manager of B. F.
Goodrich Chemical Company
at Calvert City; and Jim
Miller, administrative
assistant to the president of
Walker Boat Yard, Inc., in
Paducah'
Retiring directors are: Art
Edwards, Union Carbide
Corporation of Paducah; and
Frank Welch, Ferry Morse





Come in and stack vip op..#11
-"air first aiasvitamins and
supplies now!, _
Tbe Clink Pharmacy





Safeguard your biggest invest-
ment with a comprehensive, one-
-premium Homeowner's toliev.- In- _
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Hall Unhappy About Uryexpected
f F. r Kentucky Wildcats   
•
LEXINGTON:Ky. AP) - day's 78-62 defeat at Alabama.
The Kentucky Wildcats had an Earlier in the week. Hall
unexpected day off today, but said the demoralizing effects
Coach Joe Hall as unhappy of the game might carry over
" mentally into the Tennessee
The Kentucky-Tennessee, 4 game. Asked if the post-
basketball game, slated for ponement could then be a
tonight in Rupp Arena, -was blessing in disguise, Hall said,
postponed Friday due to "It might be.
hazardous- driviaccanditiona. "Maybe we need a -little
" ypiere - +sap- -more bine to reorganise and, '
ponied when- you have to get ourselte together,' he ' Kentucky Athletic Director
Cliff Ragan 'suggested the
postponement and it was
agreed a, by Tennessee
and
Bob
cancel ei postpone 'àr id. "IlhInk they wanted to
_
reschedule a game," Hall said play very badly just to redeem
Friday in an interview. "It themselves and get back on a
kind of upsets your continuity. win. You always suffer a little
"We certainly needed to on a loss until you get back
come back and play after a and have a win."





BOSTON ( AP)- -- After TO
years as one of the-greatest
playersinNational 41rPthial
Association history, John
Havlicek of the Batton Celties
is ready to pack it in.
The Associated Press
learned from sources Friday
'MOT yaw
be 38 on Apr , will announce
Sunday retirement at the
end o e current season.
e Celtics have called a
ws conference for 11:30
a.m. Sunda, prior to an af- -
ternoon game with the Golden
State Warriors, in- club
president_ 444104_  general
manager Red Auerbabh's
-office. , . _
Auerbach Aind _hit staff de-
clined to give e'en a hint
about- the news conference. 
However, reliable sources told
The AP that the conference
was set at Havlicek's request
to announce his pending
retirement.
li:h_aMalies his
winter, home in suburban
Boston, not be. reached -
for comment. friend,
though, told The- AP: "I'm
afraid you're right."
• Havlicek, a former dau
State star, reportedly has
another year to go on a con-
tract paying him more _than
$250,000 a year. However,
sources said he has become
disenchanted with advancing
years and the Celtics' dismal
season ( 14-72), which already
has cost Tommy Heinsohn his
coaching job:
Although a star quarterback
in high school football, Havli-
cek stuck to basketball at Ohio
State. However, his first goal
after graduation in 1962, was a
pro football career as a wide
_receiver.
He survived until the Clever-
land Browns' final preseason
cut that year. Pro football's
loss proved pro basketball's
MISS YOUR PAPER?
SoltscrIpors ohs hove oft
received their hoomm-rio0e•rod
copy of The Morroy Lorimar &
Tams by 5:30 p.m. lAomery•
friday or by 3:30p. m. so Satyr-
days aro wood to mg 7$3-1916
bonnie 5:311 p. m. OW 6 p.m.,
komioy-fridoy, or 3:30 p.m.
sod 4p. Sotordoys, toluenes
doliwthry of tin newspopor. Cab
most bo placid by 6 p.m. wash-








North- Carolina; Texas TechKursave i'n hosts No. 4 kilinsas;Furr 1 1 l'u Colorado plays at No. 8Daniel 3 / 11.7 • Kansas; No. 9 ProvidenceSwift 3 7 2-3 meets No. 19 DePaul; EastSims 2 6 3.0 Carolina plays No. 11 Duke;Thurman 1 2 2.0 Creighton is at No. 13 Indiana
mesa TP Avs. State and No. 15: Texas at
Jaina Washer 7 68 9.4 SRL
Farrell 6 66 11.0 In day -games, No. 7 Mich-
Griffith 7 22 3:1 igan state was at Ohio State;
. 7 30 4.3 No. _10 Syracuse at Rutgers;Russell
6 31 5.2 Utah at No. 14 New Mexico
.7 36 5.1 and North Carolina State at-
-  6 3 0.5 No. 18 Virginia.
Jann Washer 6 2 0.3 The Kentucky-Tennessee
Morgan 4 2 0.5 and Nevada,Las Vegas-
Garfield. 4 2 0.5 Louisville games were
poslponed by bad weather- 6
In limited action Friday
night, Joe DeSantis scored nPut a little points and handed out 12assists to spark Fairfield to a
9647 dicision over St.sizzle into your Francis;P° Joe lead iq e Arizona Ig scored past   nColorado State 75-63; Ricky
Free's 24 points paced
Columbia over Yale 55-61;• Holy Cross whipped Con-
'nectic4 88-64 as Rennie Perry
scored 24; Ariii,na State
edged Wyoming7t-62 behiricF
Blake-Taylor's 19 points; Bill
McShane and, Mark Radford
gain as he immediately joined
the Celtics.
. Wednes 
y.WiTdcats will play three I game preparation ) a whole
Also, Austin Peay has lost two in Dunn Center this year,,,- -Haines in -five clays. - -.- ...: -- lot,", Hall aaid. _ having been upset 73-67 by James Madison.Asked if that would have a 
However, Murray State has had absolutely no success at
cats, Hall said, "no more than Laker Games any success against Austin Peay anywhere in the lastit will have on Tennessee. several years.They'll be facing the same 
The Governors own an eight-game winning streak overproblem." Withliars.hals Murray. But, if Murray could put together an entire gameand play the way they played the last half against MiddleTennessee Monday, the upset could be pulled off.
And, if the Racers were to pull such a shocker, it's not
completely impossible for the Racer to make the playoffsThe twinbill scheduled as four of the last seven games are at home and MSU couldtonight at South Marshall • possibly win at Eastern and Morehead. And who knows?between Calloway County and Middle Tennessee has lost two league games at home this. Marshall 'County has .been season. So while the Racers havenot beenhighly successful- postponed, - - ' - the first-half, things could tars traiiiid Th. -a hurry but it allThe Laker boys and girls depends upon the game at Clzutsville.were to have played the If the Racers do win, then don't be at all surprised to seeMarshals in a makeup date of MSU finish in a blaze of glory. But, if Murray gets blown outcontests previously scheduled at The Peay, then don't look for things to improve.for January 17. .,,  ., There will be several keys: first of all, the board game..No date has yet been setior MSU has the size advantage and they will need to controlthe next atteinpt to .make up the boards. Second, Murray must control the tempo of thegame and not make foolish mistakes, such u throwing the, ball away. ,, . - _ _
The high 'School picks'areatill_ :hien-oh-84-22 while the" - -OVC Mark stands at 55-21. ---- .
-1:-..:443ere are the pickalor tonighrildieduleli league garnet:
Murray at AUSTIN PEAY by 10 - You just don't go
against the odds, though Western certainly beat the odds
Monday. A small crowd could definitely help Murray. In




' --AP Sports Writer -
The last tune Southern Cal
beat UCLA in basketball, Pau-
le Y Pavilion was just a baby
among arenas, John Wooden
was coaching the Bruins and
. the Trojans were considered Boyd.
zcjilo:d-claSt .citizeria in Los However, dealnte the PaY-
chologtcal deterrent of a 16-
Pauley Pavilion has hild game 1°sing strealligarnatThe-
eight birthdays and John sib-ranked Bruins, the
%wen has sines retired Southern Cal coach offers this
but the Itaiana. citizenship winning- attitude: •
status liesn't changed. "We're going to be aggres-
.
They're still taking a back sive. we're going laid this
'seakto the Bruins. game pilaying about as well as
Southern Cal hasn't beaten we can at this Point in the sea-
UCLA . in.tlipskethall since s°11:''"
March 6, 1970'-,_and Coach UCLA Coach Gary Cunning-
Bob BoYd concedes will ham is similarly pleased with
take a bit of doing to brei# the progress of his team. He
that long drought in tonight's ells last week's loss to Notre
Dlis "disappointing but not
Murray High 'smu'a%ig,that the B are an entirelying" and points out
confident team. -
Cage Stats"This chib believeS-' itselfand keeps coming back,"
Cunningham, a one-timeNemo  TP A
12 an 10.8 Wooden assistant who. took-
12 64 54. over the head coaching job
 9 51 5.7 this season.
12 245 204 In other -games tonight in-
volving the ranked teams, No. . 12 126. 10.5 2 Marquette plays at Chicago'.12 81 6.8
9 35 3.9 





We start with tender.
-juicy chopped Sirloin
Its served sizzlin' hot
combined for 28 points in thewith your choice of potato
second half to rally Oregonand Stockade Toast. A • State past Portland State 71-621" $2.28 value for only and Pepperdine defeated Lc-
parted Knoxville by bus at 1
p.m. .Friday, said Haywood
Harris, sports information di-
rectoT.
However, university of-
ficials were told roads in some
areas of Kentucky Vere open
only during daylight hours to
cars equipped with tire chains
or studded snow tires, Harris
said. •
ntest was
debilitating effecton the Wild-
Meanwhile, Hall said, the
Wildcats' mental problems
continue.
"We did not have a' good
•
Standing On
The FirIng Line_ -
By Mike Brendan • - -
Sports EANtor
practice (Thursday ),,'' he 




for the game with the /Whoppers. And in the game the Govs
lost to James Madison, only 1,750 showed up.
- -There will be few people from Murray at the game and
hopefully, few from Clarksville.
Tech at EAST TENNESSEE - The Bucs won a tough 84-ferent. 
Al game at Appalachian State Thursday to warm up for thishoe,„ he saiend1.--thTti e7,Yrereinhela" Murray has /oat conference games by margins at three, big game. Tech brings a 4-2 record into the game while theone, three and one. Then of course, they lost by 16 at Bucs, snowed out of a game with Morehead, are 3-2 but fer
very good frame of d. 
Western Kentucky but quite a few teams from the OVC may all practical purposes, 4-2 since they will certainly defeat-- :
They just can't get themselves
lose by that much to the Hilltoppers in Bowling Green. Morehead in the makeup game. East Tennessee by 10.
going." 
The Racers carry a 1-5 league mark into tonight's Western Kentucky at MIDDLE TENNESSEE by three -
Now that the Volunteers are
scheduled game at Austin Pray. Somebody has to stop the Hilltoppers and though the Blue
out of the picture temporarily',
It will not be impossible for Murray State to win at Austin Raiders haven't had much success at home, again, you
Hall and his assistants must
Peay. In fact, the Governors have been quite eratic this must 80 with the odds-
plan for Georgia here Monday
season. The 'Goys lost Monday night at home to Western EASTERN KENTUCKY at Morehead by 11 - Eastern
ad_ (pi Feb. 16, a night. 
Kentucky, after stunning Middle Tehnessee on the road last should up its league record to 4-3 and drop the Eagles to air 
ay, --meaning the- -That doesn't really alter It
Monday will be an off-night for the OVC teams as only--
Vnstern and East,Tennessee are scheduled to play in no.:
action. -
League play will retume as the second half kicks off next
Saturday with East Tennessee at Murray, Tech at Austin
Peay, Eastern and Middle and Morehead at Western.
For Murray, it's not going to be a matter of having to cat-
ch one team. The Racers are faced with the difficult task of
having to catch everyone and hoping Western continues to








yola of Los Angeles 60-58 as
Steve Hines sank two free
throws with 41 seconds left.
Free Game Postponed
Salad Bar ond Drink
CINCINNATI (AP) - TheIsttoiN Try o 5' Cone




TO46.6.0.404,-It ,,10111111kwiL_ jar4g.dfite-atta_10-*oats lla m :Op m Workdays 11 am -10 30p .m Sat &Sun 410.0131PlaKa4015Ciiliarbefir&
postponed - ".•
the contests.
... ..._  __L. • - Calimv scheduled lo.,_ .
:___ notorious play a home twifibill MondaY,gamc_ott*. HrOII./.7...rr ! --with Lowes but no. decision,home cottit.
"UCLA's cfuirimess will
fensive pressure combined Monday morning.The Lakers
with the enthusiasm of its are !'cligum"'"" 'to PI" a
crowd can spur them to a twmbill Tuesday at home
pretty good surge," says ag,aist Fait"' CauntY' 






Murray State's track team will have to try again.
The indoor season was to have opened today with a 12-
team meet at the University of Illinois.
Racer coach Bill Cornell wanted to make the trip and
Middle Tennessee-mild they would go -if Murray did.
However, the other Schools in the meet indicated they '-
couldn't receive clearance from school officials to go so
Illinois called off the meet. -
Unfortunately, the meet will not be rescheduled.
That leaves the Racers in a rather unfortunate situation.
MSU is scheduled to participate in tlia Indiana Relays, a
highly-prestigous event, next Friday and Saturday.
If the road situation does not improve in Indiana, then it's
possible that meet may be called off.
"We really needed the meet today," MSU coach Bill
Cornell said. "We needed the competition to prepare for the
OVC Indoor Championships and if the meet next week were
to be called off, that would give us just one more weekend
for a meet before the OVC Championships,'! the Racer
coach added.
MSU is also hampered by the fact there are no indoor







Act Now - Purchase Your Butler: Farm
Buildings, Grain Bins, And Kan-Sun Grain
Dryers Now & Save Three Ways
1. Factory Winter Discount Sale
2.1977 Prices Before 1978 Price Increase




, Office 502-753-3897 Keith Nays 502-489-2488
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Race askOball Statistics -
•••••.-
-With Marovich Rumors Circulating...
Player 
Ar441404441*544949t4c5- Record: 5-12
FCM-TGA PCT F1M-FTA Per
Mike Miff Ti. 17 179-355








Johnny Thirdkin 17 69-1.74 -73§1
John ,Randal 1 7 •- - 27-73 .370
17 52-135 .38-5Donell'litTron
Robert Kelly. , 13
Danny Jarrett 16
Bobo Jackson 9
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35 2.-1- is'
ew Orleans Jazz In Wirt-Weak
1569..1„, 1144LUA19 24,6 •




,768 42 - 28
.431 8-12 .364 55 80
. • _ • r






- 3-6 - 4-I .800




6.5 1'2' - -11 9 .38 0
-5 " 42 -9.1
fi 23 2
. -
•_- ' • Ap sports/ph-ger' ---3-.- -reeord to , prompting
One week ago, reports
circulated that the New - 
losing Coach Tom Nissalke to
61 8.7
• Orleans Jazz was looking to
_ i_ 4., .47_ , .4...44._ trade its star performer, Pete
. ...._ _
123 7.2 - good coach, but I've never





-....-- 8340arIllaeIVIIIielhes. fralimitlleY.0011- 23 1 91 3 • 70 4.4 
known a guy before who could
is amazing. Pa like to laugh,troveSethetrgy 
coach a team to no fouls. 
This
,
....  but it hurts too much to
. _
3.4 *41 laugh."0 31 3 26 2..9- 
can get a team going.
22 12 ..7 25. 0 4 - 16 0
7 .9_ 1 - 0 1 - • 4 ?. 1 . r
7 3 1.0 2 0 • 2 7
4 .2 .3- .3





Since then New Orleans has
29 . 1.7 done _nothisit _but
biarivichp/aying his best ball
of the-season. Friday. night he
scored - 31 points as the Jazz
10 3 
extended its winning streak to
seven games- with a 134-111
over the Kansas City




76.1 leadingocorarraays he's been
distracted by the report, first in the NBA this season, as
publighed 'last Friday in the Fred Brown scored 25 points,
Mat; 'including six in &row midway
• Jazz General Manager Lew through the fourth quarter
- Schaffel was trying to trade when the Sonics went ahead
him.Sinceth n 'e theo_ stahady asomobout to ,.stay. New Jersey rookiearsh 
things
_ 4604,- williperhilishisliest
. 'Ube being. that - Sehaffel
----l'doesn't blow the-difference
 -between a -hasicetball and a
-
. "It's affected me," says shwas
Maravich, "but it's the sort of Olive
Thing I have to put out of my muamccallb on _41 41 14621 124.87 itp- f pRour _
Guthrie 2 4 2.0
mind if were going to go out Bushrod ..... 158 14.4
-and games."
-And thatIrexactiy-whatthe //lethal  75
Jazz has done, climbing to Garland 11 62 5.6 Riusgsc EpurniwoRms
within one game of the .500 03hoon 
6 9 1'5mark at 23-24. - Can You Ammer YES" to These Quest- sans?




















62 Miss. College 70
32 Ga.. College 62
57 Livingston 62
52









Lady Racer Cale Statistics
• . -
----MURRAY-41*TE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL. STAY I ST I C-S-=,..---,192046R-D 41.re s 1-2
1
Lyons Recovering Well,









PLAYER 6 F GM- F G A PCT FTM-FTA PCT SM RB A VG ASST PF Da TP AVG
..--Jackie Mounts _ 14 105-212 .495 50-78 4 641 135 177 12.6 13 42 3 260 18.6
1.1;bra Lynn 1.4 83-185 .449 38-53 .717 117 71 5.1 24 37 3 .204 14.6
Oar -111 r rix -14 • 50-129 .388 - 9-17 .529 -87% 64 "-VP- 1/39 7y8
----------------
- Roxan Meddle 14 20-75 I .267 it- 47t)
Barbara Herndon .14 39-104 .365 8-11 .727
Bev Parrish' 14 26-57 .456 8-15 .533
- birtele--11fit-eirgarrt- _14 -21-36-- .375 9-12 .750
-Mors-Jane Bates 14 41-72 . .569 23-38 .605
'Kathy Hughes 15 15-54 .278 6-15 .400
-ear. - -
67 19 1.3 20 30 • 3 51 3.6
32 2.3 11 43 4 - 86 6.1
53 3.8 22 31 2 60 4.3 
Elsewhere in the National
r
York's three-gm e woiriing
streak. Drew scored 8 of his
points in a 51/2-minute stretch
of ;the fourth quarter at
Atlanta pulled away.
_ . .
_, Suns 110, 76ers 101
Phoenix led by as many as.
23 points and held on to beat
Philadelphia behind 29 points
by rookie forward Walter
Davis, 21 of them in the second
half. 'Phoenix has now won its
last 12 hoche games and 9 of its
last 10 overall.
Soaks 95, Nets 90
The Nets lost their 12th in a
row, the longest losing streak
TP Ayo.
with28 potnts. ,,"
Lakers 131, Bucks 114
Lou Hudson scored a
seasonhigh 29 points to lead
Los Angeles to its fifth con-
secutive victory, the Lakers'
longest winning streak: of the
season. The Bucks, who
arrived in Los Angeles less
than two hours before
gametime after being
anowboad for More' than 24
hours in Chicago, led at
halftime 66-60 .. but faded as
Hudson scored 20 of his points
in the second half. ,
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
added 26 points, a season-high
21 rebounds apd 5 assists for
Los Angeles.
Warriors 101, Braves 94
Golden State, trathng 75-70
Campanella Joins
Mets As PR Rep.
NEW YORK AP)--- Roy
Campanella, a Hallo( Fame
catcher, has joined the New
York Mets in a public
relallons capacity, the club
has announced.
Campanella, who won three
;
Most Valuable Player awards
while playing forthe Brooklyn
Dodgers, dill do promotional
work and will act as a goodwill
with two minutes to play in the ambassador at Shea Stadita,
straight points to pull com-
fortably in front. Rick Barry
scored 25 points and Phil
Smith 23 for Golden State.
Billy Knight had 29 points
and Swen' Nater grabbed 20
rebounds for Buffalo, which
has now lost five in a row.
Hawks 1Knieks IS 
-John Drew scored 21 Pints-
and Charlie Criss added 17 as




Middle Tennessee '4-2 114
Tennessee . 42 74
East 
TenneAustin Peay  
3-2 11-6ssee 
" 94Eastern Kentucky 14 0  
Murray State  14 042





11, _ 138 12.6 Tech at East Tennessee
MCPUISt0/1......„*. 4 . _ Do hveson 14'
55 3. 9 14--23 -2- 51 ; _ _Basketball Association friday Darnell „ 4 2_0 2 D','"""'°b"'"`" .̀'""`"'"'"'- 3 C1/43 -010.0ra:eat raiwernent calla. night,_ _the Denver Nuggets Berms; 
=MR
2 4 2.0 4 Do .0.n. have a hoick yard or atm, wkd • NJ
63 4 . 5 8 _2.7 0 105 7.5 defeated the Houston Rockets Rogers, 4„, 1 2 2.0
48 18 1.2 25 0 36 2.4 105-100, the Phoenix Suns beat . a 11, 
Avg• PERHAPS YOU CAN BECOME A WORM GROWER!
75 7' 21 11 2.8 - - 1 . 
._* the .PhiLacielphia Thera.110-44,_4ebee
 ,..111- 71 7;1-
" 4-'13' the ,Seattle BuperSonies
Loirra Petrie 11, 24.-4-----.;.7.4141-,•-;----„. -5-711 • ..455 45 26 27..4_ - _El - le ' - _6.1. ,5...i " ' -tepPeil the New Jqrsey Heti 1639 
10-- 49 81, -





244} ..''.4---.--):--e= 4-... 1-.0 :4 b95;a90t iilothlainie Lelsa"uke:letBildraLall3ers1".. wPinner:-,,,.__, .74°,-:„ 1, 010 -2°--16:: 2°8'31.026
-
Rose Kilgore 2 .1-3 .333 2-4. .500 4 2.0 1 4 2.0 _. 
114; the Golden State Warriors 0 overbey..
.. 5 30 6.0__clowned the Buffalo Braves '
'Lee Ware 3 . 2-3 .667 -0-0 .000 1 2 .7 0 4 • 0 1' 3 . -- -101-94 and the Atlanta Hawks Winchester :..... 10 30 3.0
9. 4. _A_ 5 -_ i ___-.--.,- --i keisitelithe NPiar Vark Knicks&  8 17 2.1- .Sandra Schuster 1-5 .200 0-2 ...WO. . ,- • • 105-96. ,
Team. Rebounds _ 1-3.1' ' - 
ton a
Wagoner „,.... 3 3 1.0
*- array-Total. •• 15 449-1063 .422 176-297 .593 731 741' ,4- 4i. 6 166 .. 
3
-1.4•---- 19 1-07-4 7-1.6. 
1etroit Indiana Chic;:go werean42  sP:stitier°verbe.): ,,..ii_ _6 CS
- 'postponed because of the an _ ,_ --- -___„.
000. -T-otats
.
,, 15 446-1040 -.429 188-341 -.593 723 ,714 47.6 "30 298 11 1070 71.3 A ' hit 
4
Murray 72 Memohis State 85 - .. - --Muertv 60 Egitern KY. 57
blizzar w ich has •blardteed
Rat
Marrs). 61 Mississippi St. 77 - - - -Muff a* 117-, E Pi rage th4sintt ;-_ 42 the Midwest,
Murray 8.5 Drerssurs -41 Murray 64 Only., of KY. 102 - Nuggets IN, Rockets MO
murims-44 Yawls r b Sat -78 *Murray 84- Eastern III. 83
Murray 50 -Lamb trt h 75 SCORES Murray 63 Western KY, 89 
„Denver made good on 21 of
14-u-rray 70 
. 
Northern KY. . 75 Murray 65 M1dttre Tenn. 89 34 free throw attempts While
KurcaY 47 Louisville 60 * OVERTIME Houston was- just 2-for4 as
Murray 91 El tzabethtoVp 37
- Marrs,' -67- Nerthern-irt-z---- 87 _ . . ,
WORD KEY - Most sports fans wal easily understand those latest MSU statistics. The only ones which give raiders problems
Sr. "DV which moans disqualified or times fowled out and "SM" which is shots missed, the total number of shots missed from






Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Hillman Lyons celebrated his 56th birthday Friday. But
according to Lyons, it may as well have been his 46th bir-
thday.
Lyons, a native Murrayan and now the general manager
of the Evansville Triplets of the American Association, is in
a private room at Deaconess Hospital in Evansville and
recovering from open heart surgery.
"They've done a job here like you wouldn't
believe," Lyons said Friday afternoon in a telephone con-
versation with the Murray Lodger & Times.
Lyons had never had any heart problems before.. until
December 11 when returning from the winter baseball
meeting in Hawaii aboard a 747, he began suffering short-
ness of breath and pants in his right side.
"They made an announcement and asked if there were
any doctors aboard," Lyons said. "There just happened to
be six of them and one was a team physician for the
R 1ES1
BEYOND YOUR WILDEST DREAMS
FREE LUXURY CARS, HOMES, ANTIQUES, CLOTHES,
RRY, BOATS, MOTOR HOMB, APPUANCES
ET ERYTHING FREE OR AT A FRACTION OF
THE C WILL SHOW YOU EXACTLY HOW




P.O. Box 9197 Dept No. 671
Treasure Island, Florida 33740
Gentleman:
Yes, I know I'm paying to much for everything, but I
don't 'know what to do about it! I have enclosed p.00 to
cover shipping and handling. Please RUSH me the fac-








Baltimore Orioles and he !mew me.
"He spent the next Seven hours with me and after
examining me in Chicago, said I'd be able to make it back to
Evansville-Sol spent the night in Chicago, got up the next---
morning sick and drove on to Evansville.
"I drove to the doctor in Evansville and he wanted to know
how I came to his office and he told me I wouldn't be driving
any more for a while and that I'd have to take an ambulance
to the hospital.
"They discovered I had two veins in my heart that were
clogged up and if anything happened to the vein which was
working properly, that would be the end of it.
"For 16 days they worked on me then sent me home for a
little rest. I was supposed to have open heart surgery
January 13 but then came down with the flu and they post-
poned it until last Friday."
The operation began at 10 a. m. a week ago yesterday. It
lasted six hours. They took two veins from J.,yons' leg and
did a bypass around the heart and implanted the veins.
Shortly after the operation, Lyons was conscious and even
recognized his wife, Wilmirth.
"The worst thing was they had my mouth taped shirt
during the first couple of days," Lyons said.
Saintday, Hillman Lyons was sitting up in athair. By
Monday of this week, he was in a private room.
"My heart works as good today as the day I /mai born,"
Lyons said.
"i feel like I'm 10 years younger, in every respect, men-
ially and physically. The only pain I have isn't much really.
Sometimes I ache a little where they sawed my breastbone
in two but that's really no problem.
"They havq me on a breathing machine four times a day
f or 45 minutes at a time and they've been taking me (along
walks every day. They have somebetVlo do It all and-I
might add they're all pretty too," Lyons chuckled.
About the only major problem is his wife lives about three
miles from the hospital but the roads are so bad in the city
that she has not been to the hospital in three days.
Lyons said he should be released from the hospital by the
middle of next week and will rest up for a week before
returning to work.
"The doctors told me to go in for a couple of hours each
day for the first week then up it to three or four hours the
next week and add a little more each week until I'm back to
my regular hours," he added.
Twice, I ons was named as the Sporting News Man of
the Year wing his managerial career in baseball. Lyons
had beet. in the restaurant business in Murray before
retiring last November to take over the reign at Eiranistille.
Never one to pass up an opportunity, Lyons said he




NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -
Stock car driver Darrell Wal-
trip and swimming standout
Tracy Caulkins were inducted
- Friday 'night into the Ten-
nessee Sports Hall of Fame.
Waltrip was named Ten-
' !lessee's professional athlete
of 1977 and Miss Caulkins, a
15year-old high school fresh-
man from Nashville, was
honored for her swimming
-feats.
Waltrip, a Franklin
resident, said many people
question- whether race car
drivers should be considered
athletes.
"I'm really getting tired of
hearing that," he said. "I've
tried to justify a race driver
and compare him to football
players and basketball
players - obviously we are
athletes and that makes this
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Like your home's heat as it escapes through an
uninsufatfcl- attic. You dcin't see- the- wasted heat,
but you'll see its cost when you get-your electric bill.
, Full attie-insulation (R 19)--can tielpb1ock-this- --
- heat loss, attting your-heating costs up to 40 per- -,2
-cent -And -you -can save- even--m-ore money-by - I
-installing the inSulation yo-urs-Eff.:7- -
For-More informatipn on the value of insulation.
and how to install it, come by our offic,e. s'.
571
West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Coipratio.n
Nirriy441yfiel4- -











Feb. 4-12 as the station's first
annual fund-raising effort.
Bruce Smith, station
manager, said a wide variety
of musical fare ranging from
classical tnrock and roll and
:jazz _and from, live local
.concerts to music marathons
will be carried on the station
at 91:3 on the Pm dial during
the event. .
He described the purpose of
"Soundfest 78" as twofold—
"to create greater awareness
of the station and its unique
programming and to solicit
paw,- jyte-AWINIMITtly-,,-1101111til Wink Osterar, iterieery el. Ittli  
`Soundfest 78' To Be Aired On
MurrayState
fita d sa
A nine-day schedule of financial support so tha,' emphasis during the event on
pr ogramm in g entitled station can improve its set- classical. country, folk,
''Soundfest 78" will be vices." bluegrass, blues, sacred, rock
broadcast on WKMS-FM, WKM'S will .use money and roll., And jaaz music.
raised during the drive to, Historical a.spect,_ of some
upgrade and to expand its types of music will also be
programming, to purchase examined.
needed equipment, and to Smith acknowledged the
improve other listener ser- cooperation of the Depart-
vices, according to Smith. ment of Music at Murray State
He explained that WKMS is in planning the event. He said
licensed to operate as a-public faculty members will serve as
service of Murray State. BY host for some of the show and
law, it is not allowed to work along with-staff mem-
broadcast advertising.
Funding for the operatioh - of
the station is provided by the
university an annual federal
grant, and contributions by
listeners and businesses.
. Scheduling during "Sound-
lest 78" calls for periods of
sword Puzzier
ACROSS festival - 1,, Fritlai
52 Habituates
1 Lassoes 54 Carnes





t 15 Vie 1 Iterate
4 17 stale 2 River in
labbr Siberia.
18 French 3 Moccasin
plural 4-Short
article jacket
20 Swimmer 5 Lawmaking
21 Sign of body
zodiac 6 Begs
22Di-ries 7- Alight




26 Sculptured 11 Regulations
image 13 Perch
28 Dash _ 16 Stalemate
30 Hindu 19 Development



































' 23 Declare 37 Worms
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27 Rubber -- 43 Escape' --
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Distr. by United Feature Syndicite. Inc.
bers at the station during the
nine days.
WK MS,. a- 13,00a-watt stereo
station that is on the air 19
hours a day Veieving listeners
in West Kentucky, West
Tennessee, Southern Illinois,
and Southeast Missouri, likes
to emphasize the "alter-
native' - nature of its
programming; Sinith added.
"We air programs, that
commercial stations cannot
because they do not attract
large audiences," he ex-
plained. "Classical music,
opera,and jazz, for _example,
all have devoted followers, but
far fevier thantuck and roll or
country music. We are con-
cerned less about the size of
the audience than about
providing programs not
available to people by any
other SQurce."
jis said another difference
tetnaefi WleMS- -and Ms
commercial radio stations is
the variety of programs of-
fered.
"Rather than one kind of
music, we try to offer a
variety for an assortment of
specialized audiences," he







ROW, ROW,- ROW- YOUR TRUCK — A large tractor-traier rig crosses the nonnally
dry Gila River just south of Phoenix. Ariz, after a rain storm flooded the river bottom.
(AP Laserphoto)
unshine Forecast
By The Associated Press
Sunshine was forecast for
Kentucky baday as the Arna.
Corps of Engineers faced the
task of removing about 20
barges lbdged behind the
Markland Lock and Dam near
Warsaw. - - •
A buildup of ice in the Ohio
River broke loose Friday
afternoon, releasing backed-
up water, and washed the
bail?* inta the dam.:
Corps officials planned an
overflight this morning to
assess the situation, said
Harold Frankel, chief of the
Corps' flood protection and
emergency operations in-- -
• Louisville.
No injuries were reported as ,
the ice, much of it submerged,
.-passed _ through . _ the:
shape right now," Frankel
said early today. Most of the
barges were empty, he said,
and ice in the river "served as
a blessing" by slowing their
rate of approach to the dam.
Three barges - reportedly
passed through the kicks,
which were left open to allow
uniform water flow, but they
represented no immediate
danger, Frankel said.
Ha also said-he -was- -un---
certain when -removal.
operations would begin.
Water built up behind the ice
jam, coupled with
precipitation of the past few
days, will result in a rise in the
Ohio, however, Frankel said.
The National Weather
Service reported that the river
-locks---;heuldimeelt Beed-stage---er
estimated that about 2,500
people in the county left their
homes for higher ground
Wednesday and Thursday
because, of flash floods. Most
of them had returned to their
homes Friday.
-CountY Judge Wayne
Rutherford said, based on a
survey that was two thirds
complete, that damage to
county roads and bridges
-would be there- than 41.-5
million.
In western Kentucky, law
enforcement and disaster
officials reported high
snowdrifts and hundreds of
isolated families.
Many disaster headquarters
in the area were reporting as
many as four or five calls an
hour- for -heating'food;af- without damaging the. • just. above flood stage — froth medicine or • medicalfairs, and other kinds of structure; he said. Portsmouth, Ohio, to CM- assistance.discussion programs." -Offls at fir,stbelievedthe &mai early next week, Meanwhile, the state'sWKMS, which has a. full- tee to be a massive, solid Frankel said. - - weather related death- tolltime staff:Of five and a part- gOrge. 'As it turns out, the ice • From Cincinnati to continued to grow.time student staff of more. was Slot of chunk floes pushed Newburgh, Ind.,- includingthe, - Willard Alsip, 47, of Corbinthan 20, including some together," Frankel said. • Louisville area, the river is died Thursday, apparently ofvolunteers, is one or 1-14 The free-flowing barges, expected to crest at or slightly a heart attack, after puttingnonoommercial statipns broken loose during a winter above flood stage by the chains on a truck near Lon-across the country affiliated storm earlier in the k h
with National Public Radio, a
- network funded by the- Cor-
poratioa for Public -Broad-
casting,- a federal -agencv.
generated cancern among
Offrcials worried ' about
damage to Markland Dam.
But " ' - WE re n pretty goon
-
.fEi•(,5Ti.RIC) CAT! LIOU
WERE OUT KIND OF LATE
LA5T N&lT WEREN'T q00?
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Egyptian, President • Anwar
Sadat, hoping to rally ad-
ministration support for his
negotiating position in the
Mideast Titans to 'Meet with
President Carter here next
weekend.
An official announcement of
khe trip was expected today.
Sadet's Arisit to the Tilted
States also is ciesigastto push._
the Egyptian president's
request for American
weapons to match the
sophisticated arsenal supplied
to Israel over the years.
U.S. officials, disclosing the
apparently *died of exposure,
and that Lewis O'Bryant, 70,
of Hodgenville died, ap-
parently of a heart attack,
„while shoveling snow.
Harold Capps, 35, of
• Caldwell County, died when
his tractor overturned on him
while he was clearing snow,
officials said.
At Eddyville, Willie
Jackson, 73, died of an ap-
• went -heart attack while
shoveling snow on a sidewalk
in front of his home.
Carl D. Parris, 57, of Jef-
ferson County, died, also
apparently of a heart attack,
at a friend's home After
walking about a mile- through




LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
Lextran officials here say haz-
don, officers said. ardous driving conditions the
• The-roast Guard continued last two weeks Malted in
to search for the second of two record numbers of bus
.crewmen presumed drowned passengeee.
when the towboat Missouri Neartr-83,000 riders filled
was swamped by 5-foot swells Lextran buses last Week, corn-
not expected to cause any and high winds on "the "Teii•--- paredlo an average of 60,000
major damages, "just mostly nessee River near Paducah.
inconvenience." The body of Harold Edwards,
Meanwhile, Kentucky is 27, of Brockport, Ill., was
showing the first signs of recovered Thursday &al the,
breaking free of the ice and body of Marty Gates, 2.3, of
snow that have enveloped the Ledbetter, Ky., was still being
state since midweek. sought.
Recovea is a long way off, Larue County Coroner
however„ and the death toll Bobby Brownfield said Of fo
from the winter weather has Thompson of Buffalo, Ky.,
grown to seven.
People began Friday
digging out cars abandoned on
interstate highways at the
height of the storm, and flights
resumed at the Louisville and
Lexington airports.
And Gov. Julian Carroll said
travel restrictions would he
lifted at 8 a.m. today, though
state troopers would still
permit only essential trips.
Tensions eased somewhat in
eastern Kentucky Friday as
flood waters backed up behind
an ice flow on the Little Sandy,
- River began to subside.
But Civil Defense workers
and the Army Corps of
Engineers continue their
monitoring of the piles of ice
that 'caused water to flood
several homes near Greenup.
In other parts of the state,
no one predicted a quick
return to normalcy. Tem-
peratures exceeded 20 fOrUnly
a few huurs and plunged again
toward zero.
And today's highs weren't
expected to surpass the mid-
20s. The cold weather is
predicted for several days,
and officials were unable to -
predict how-long it would take




continued to operate shelters,
mostly in National Guard
Armories, lit some 30 com-
munities, mostly in western_
and central Kentucky, for
persons driven from their
homes, by power outages or
rescued from cars stuck on
clogged highways.
Gordon Nichols, spokesman
for the state Division of
Disaster and Emergency
Services, said 128 people were
in a shelter at London in
southeast -Kentucky, about 75
remained at Carrollton in
northern Kentucky, and 100 or
more driven from their homes
by, power outages were
staying at churches in Trigg •





TALKING TO Ti-IE TARE





middle of the week "and then
the. lower _ Ohio River _TM
probably experience one-to-
two feet above flood stage,"
Frankel Said. '
lie said the 'high waters are
c
7434632 C"...4.47.44!








average $2,200 per day, also
• were up. Income this week
was $3,100 Monday, $2,800
Tuesday and $2,500 Wed-
nesday, the last day for which
figures were available.
impending visit, emphasized
recent - ,.progress on a
declaration of principles with
Israel. But the two sides are
still in disagreement on two
key points. " "
Israel is resisting a U.S.-
backed demand that it
acknowledge Palestinians
"have legitimate rights." The
administration lent itzsupport
'to WO Principle for She first
time last Oct. 1 in a joint
declaration with the Soviet
Union.
Also in dispute is Carter's
call for a resolution of the
Palestinian problem "in all its
aspects." The Israelis do not
want to -clear a path to
Palestinian statehood.
Piogreas has been achieved
on the Palestinian issue,
however, in indirect
negotiation through Alfred L
Atherton Jr., the assistant
secretary of state who heads'
the U.S. delegation in Middle
East peace talks.
In a concession, Israel
agreed that the declaration
should recognize that
Palestinians be given a voice
in "determination" of their
future. As a compromise
gesture, Egypt is not insisting
that Israel commit itself to
.surterniler alL fh.Jar 1113"
tured during the 1967 sizday
war.
Sadat has visited
Washington twice, in October
1975 and again last April.
Having broken his ties with
the Soviet Union, he looks to
Washington for military and
economic support as well as
 leverage against Israel. _ 
Menachem Begin, the
Israeli prime minister, plans
to visit tfie United States in
late March-or early April. -
That trip, described as,
unofficial, will coincide with -
Israel's 30th anniversary.
Begin intends to attend
celebrations in New York,





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Treasuer Frances Jones
Mills said she hoped her office
could mail about 60,000 checks
to putilic atisistanct recipients
today.
Mrs. Mills said a skeleton
crew has been working during
inclement weather to try to
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A#V•r,tif•t S. __or•
requested to check this
first iriserf,o9 of ads for
,cortecH.,n't. _This
newspaper wolf be
. Towns i ble for onty-,
one inco,re, 1 ,n ser hon
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
. LY SO PLEASE CHECK
' YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM,.




-"WE HAVE MOST all
types furnace blower -
motors in stock. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-























ay placing an economical wont ad in
The Murray Ledger & Times, you
start a chain reaction that is
sometimes unbelievable. You would
be amazed at what a Want Ad can
do...Something that is totally useless
to you is probably just what Reader
X is looking for.
Don't believe it? Well, there's one
way to find out-Place your Wont Ad
today! You've got very little to lose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
probably use us again in the
future...thus a chain reactioa.
Link up with the largest -volume














Call 753-4636, after 5 p.




Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-.3128.
eoLort PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any sizes.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Aircraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free' parking


















19 Ts ,rt !ed , !_ a.,
114/ELL, MR. GRUEBER , FILING ̀ -(OUR
ALIB) EARLY TH, IEAR.JL
BIBLE FACTS - Mat-
thew 24:4 and 5. Jesus,
states, "Take heed that
no man deceive you. For
many shall come in my
name, -saying I aim_
Christ; _ and shall._
deceive We're---
warned and there will be
no excuse. The Lord
loves you and will in- .
terceed for you. For
assistance call 753-0984.





State Field House on 1-








to do craftsmen work. -








Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX 75231.
TYPIST - Position now
open for good, depen-
dable typist with good
work records. Person
hired must be willing to
take directions and get









business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature .1bans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795





Part time work available im-
mediately One week only
Tresnendous earnings. Special
meeting w(11 be held at the
Murray Holiday Irwi, Wed-









after 5 p.m. L-13.
- All eligible lan-
downers and farmers
can now get group in-
surance - (Excess
Major Medical) - at
low group rates. For a
free brochure call
Bennett and Associates
203 South 5th Street,
-:_Murray, 753-7273 or 759-
1486.









$100. One Warm Mor-
ning gas heater; r mode
VR. 50 MA131.50,000 BTU
hourly input rating. $75.
Call 753-2424. .
USED CROSS TIES -
excellent for land-
scaping or fence post.





















Completely rebuilt 5 h.




purchase the new book
"Get Everything Your
Government Has To
Give." Send $3.95 to TX
Products, 1602 Dodson




hopped up and ready to -
go. Call 753-8719.
16 Home Furnishings
LIKE NEW Harvest Gold
Kenmore dishwasher
and G.E. 30" electric
stove. Call 753-3763.
20 Sports Equipment
14 FT. Fiberglass Bass












Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879 Shop
if you like, but check our
prices. Open late Friday
nights.,
23 Exterminating






lose NW sp•rred •••,
TN,. Saw/ iip soy aroma PM 184
4 Wand.
100 SoUth 13th St
Phone 7M1-3914




tress for antique beds or
campers. Buy direct




West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323.
26 TV Radio












double duty - a com-
fortable 2 bedroom
home, large eat-in
kitchen on the main




with option to purchase.
753-1492. . .Loretta Jobs
ONE BEDROOM, stove Realtors.
.ond refrigerator
nished. $80 per month







33 Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING ROOMS for
boys, 1 block from MSU-.--
Refrigerator furnished.
Call 753-1812.














' Grain fed freezer beef




lawnmower, 34" wide x
12" high. Pull one pin to --
adjust blade position to
straight ahead or 35 deg.
angle on either side.
Raises and lowers by
hand operated control
rod. Also chains for rear
tires. Call 753-5966 after
4 p.m.




Highway 94, 19 miles
West of Murray. Call
382-2174. TV's are our
only business.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 X 65 THREE
BEDROOM. 11/2 bath,
central gas heat, central
air. Storm windows,
hurricane straps. Two





11/2 baths, total gas.
Unfurnished. Call 436-
5420.
10 X 50 MOBILE HOME.
Reconditioned, new
natural gas furnace.
!located at Shady Oaks.
Call 753-1516..
29 Mobile Home Rentals
THREE BEDROOM
trailer at Lynn Grove,
$85 month Call 435-4526.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-rgn


















Female, 6 months old.











REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting topdi -
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a




Insurance & Real Estate




and 20 acres. Frame




8 miles northwest of
Murray. For more in-
formation phone
K9PPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We are working -
r: herd to provide the best

























THE PRICE IS RIGHT
and so is the location,
close to the university on
_ quiet residential street.
, Four bedrooms and 2
• baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
-the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
4_22, or come_ by our
conveniently located
office at.711 Main Street.
Nev. 141 liorfb. Affrective
Woos mid Odd 3 bedroom
bone. 1% acre weeded he.
Got. beat & Mr. ffreoisce. 1
car gems. %roe perch aid
ends. WAD&
lakes Cenelstely tee
cud milli noes creeefamod,
92 iseltes %adobe.. Kos trod,
mock bore, tobacco bare I.













spacious 2 car garage, 3
bedrooms, 21/2 baths,
tastefully decorated
throughout. We feel this
is the best home in the
mid 50's on today's
market. Let us tell you
more about it! Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 anytime.
'17 E A L_ TURS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 75 7_1061
68 ACRES located east of
-T'uryear, Tn. on
blacktop road. This can
be bought for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent or the
farm has good baro wire
fencing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505




















heat la electric air.
Priced to sell. Call or








LEI 11 SNOW LET TT
SNOW LET IT SNOW -
but don't let it stop you
from looking at this 4
bedroom brick, 21/2 bath
home, family room with
fireplace patio and





lit Reel Estate" --
7531724
901 Sycamore Morro?, Ry
45 Farms For Sale





BY OWNER: 3. large
bedrooms, 11/2 baths, all
carpet, drapes, centred
heat and air, large lot,
fenced backyard, many
extras. 2 miles from
Murray off 121 S.
$37,000. 753-9732 or 762-
6970.
48 Automotive Service





09 Used Cars I Trucks
1966 GALAXIE 500 sports






in primer. Ready to
paint. Factory rebuilt
engine. • Complete.- Call
753-9997.
1958 CHEVROLET lm-








Sharp truck. Must sell.
$3850.00 or best offer.
Call 753-9908.
JEEP CJ 5 - 25,000 miles.
Full cab. Full roll cage,
10" tires. Air con-
ditioned. Positraction.
Call 759-1329.







steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove














cleaning. For s i
call 753-0259.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field






exterior. Also dry wall




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and













FOR YOUR septic tank,
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
- cleaning. Call John




ficient service. No job











Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
*DUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-







FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor















roofs sealed. Call Jack







by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and











struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.







WILL DO babysitting in





•dow glass and glass








Fri & Sat 8 2 30
el-tor Cuts •Shaves
209 Walnut Stroat
91111Nsimmills.41ter 540Ii owe c4. 0 Arno ext4liv. 153- '
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• Make-up Days To Work Hardship
• On Schools State Officials Say 
FRANKFORT, Ky. IAP).—
MoSt Kentucky schools have
been closed so long because of
bad weather that it will lie a
real . hardship .for:. them to.
make up lost days, state
education officials say.
By Friday, officials said
most Kentucky children had
missed a total of 22 school
_Options availeble to f_eho_ol








• Most schools started the
school year early last fall to
build in insurance against bad
weather. ..
By the end of last week,
when mecst schools - had
alriidy lost akiloSt an entire
school month because of
snowy and icy roads,
education officials were still
confident, that schools could
make u.p the snow days
withoutloomuctitrouble.
However, the additional
blast of bad weather this week .
has changed the picture.
'"h has created some real
problems, said • Randy
Kinbrough, assista'nt
superintendent of the Bureau
of-firstructien in the -state- -
Edizcation. Department. —
still the
same, 'but it just 'makes it
harder," she said in a
telephone interview.
Last year when snow and
-the natural gas shortage
forced many- schools to close
for long periods, the state
school, board took an un-
precedented adroit of
declaring calamity , days to
shorten the sChorol year. --
"At this point, we have- not
discussed declaring calamity
days," Mrs. Kimbrough said.
She-notgd.that tne decision is
the state school board's, on the
recommendation of Dr. James
Graham, superintendent of
Publicinstruction.
The next regular meeting of
the Board of Edueettion- is
scheduled Feb. 7 and 8.
"I would not anticipate what
the Retool board might or
snig,ht _not doo," Mrs. Kim-
brough said.
In addition to the five
-calamity days grantedio
boards by the state school
board last year, Gov. Julian
Carroll signed an -ordtr
permitting five additional
emergency days to be lopped
off the required .school
calendar. That reduced the
required number of days of
instruction to 165:'
Carroll said recently that he
is again-considerag declaring--
additional calamity days
because of this winter's bad
weather.
.House Bill Would Require




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
A -bill to require continuing
education for Kentucky nurses
has been submitted in the
state House of Represen-
tatives - -
House Bill 318, introduced
Friday by Rep. 'Terry Mann,
D,-Louisville, also would ,tip-
-daTe state-Statutes relating to
nursing, according to Judith
Patten. a 'lobbyist for the
Kentucky Nurses Association.
Under he bill, all licensed.
.nurses in Kentucky would be
required to complete five
hours. of continuing. education
in 1982. That would increase to
10 hours cif additional training








representative§ to this stale—
Board of- Nursing and would
expand a nurse's due process
rights in relation • to hearings
before theboard.
A nurse -practice council,
composed of nurses and
physicians,, would be
established to recommend
.standards for carrying oat the
continuing education
requirements of the measure-,
Also introduced Friday was,
a bill to require the governor
to call a special session Of the
' legislature when two-thirds of
'the meihbers' Of ea-MI-Ions&
petition. for an extraordinary
session.
The- measure, - House Bill
315, is sponspred by Rep. Jim
1.e.Master,-b-Lexingtorr, and
WOuld shift froth the executive
to the legislative branch the
initiative for calling a special-
session. -
The bill would remove, a
requirement that a special
session deal only with subjects
outlined-in the governor's call.
Other bills introduced in the
General Assembly Friday
include:
-Senate Bill 171, sponsored
by, Sen. Danny Meyer, D-
Louisville, which would allow
The funeral for Mrs. Jerry
(Marie) Norsworthy will be•
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial will
follow later in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Turieral home after four p. m.
today (Saturday).
Mrs. Norsworthy, age 29,
died suddenly Friday at 1:45
a. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Born July 4,
1948, in Graves County, she
was the secretary at Calloway
County High School and a
member of the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
The Murray woman is
survived by her hilsband, the
Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, and
two sons, Jimmy and Jeffrey
Norsworthy, 1629 Hamilton,
Murray; her father Bernard
- Petty; her foster mother, Mrs.
Marie Bodkin.






Hen rlYrW Atock -
MR Block doesn't make
many mistakes. Our people
are trained not to. But if we
uld make an error that
.lists you addibonal tax, you
pay only the tax. Block pays
.iny penalty and interest. We
-tand behind our work. That's
Reason No. 14 why.H&R
Block should do your taxes.
H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
753-0204
• ' OFFICE ROOM:
9 arn to 6 pm Weekdays
am to 5 prn Sat




state fire marshal presently is
charged with enforcement and
the bill does not limit that
authority.




will be held at the Grace
Baptist Church, South Ninth
Street Extended, Murray, on
Sunday, Jan. 29, 10:45 a. m.
and 5:30 p. m. with the pastor,
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe as the
pastor.
Special musfc will be a duet
by Barbara Randolph and
Joyce Underhill. Ronald
Hardison is interim music
director with Dwane Jones as
organist and Anita Underhill
as pianist.
At the evening service the
chnich will observe the or-
dinance of The Lord's Supper.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. m. with Steve Smotherman
as superintendent.
Nursery workers will be
Evelyn Vick, Louise Bray,
Mary Brandon, Nell Evans,
and Louise Bidwell. Don Hale
is in charge of bus service for
January.
- Episcopal Church -
Plans Communion
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, Murray, at
9:45 a.m. on Sunday, Jan. 29-.
The Rev. Stephen Davenport
will be the celebrant. -
Ben Moore will be acolyte,
Anita Burt will be lay reader,
Margaret Kyle will be in
charge of the nursery, Mat-
thew Jordy and Ami Brum will
be ushers, and Bryan Doyle
and-Ssurnir 511thfond
presenters. . ;.
- Church School will follo.w at
eleven a.m.
my McCoy family homeless. iere firemen with Calloway County Fire-.
Rescue Squad fight the blaze that destroyed the structure on KY 9,4 east of
Murray. The McCoys managed to save a few belongings from the structure,
-Senate-Ea l74-ipons4- --
by Sen. John Berry, 1)-New
Castle, which would require
the Department for Natural
Cause of the blare . is unluiawn. McCoy Said the fire started in the
bathroom area of the structure. Attempts by McCoy and his brother to ex-
tinguish the blaze failed. The McCoys have two children, one 3 and the
other seven months. No one was injured in the blaze.
Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley
Measure Paves Way For New
Resources and Environmental
Protection to issue permits for
the disposal of solid and
hazardous wastes.
The bill would require the
department to establish a
comprehensive waste
management Olen. and would
prohibit , the u...se of open
dumps. Applicants for Per-
mission to dispose of hazar-
dous iiastes would be required






Girls of the Bear Creek Girl
Scout Council will conduct
their annual Cookie Sale with
orders to be taken from Feb. 4,
%sough Feb. 12. The girls will
deliver the cookies March 18.
Six varities are-offered this
year, and the price is $1.25
again this year. The boxes
feature Pictures of Girl
Scouts.
By selling 48 boxes, girls
will earn a colorful patch. Girl
can also earn a Day Camp
campership, a sweatshirt or a
trip to Opryland.
Mrs. David Gunter, Council
Cookie Chairman, said funds
raised by the sale will be used
to give the 'Girl Scouts an
opportunity to earn money for
their troop activities, to help
girls particiPAte in special
Girl Scout opportunities, to
give direct services to girls
and to purchase equipment
and property in their behalf.
Anyone who is not contacted
by a Girl Scout but who wishes
to buy cookies may call the





Church will have regular
worship services on Sunday.
Jan. 29, at 10:45. a.m. and
seven p.m. with the pastor, the
Jerrell White, as the
speaker.
"Helps On Forgiveness
From Joseph" with scripture
from Gerresis 42:50 will be the
morning sermon topics. The
evening topic will be
"Deliverance From Bondage"
with scripture from Exodus
15.
The sanctuary choir,
directed by the Rev. Ron
Hampton with Margaret
- Wilkins as organist and Diane
Dixon as pianist will sing the
selection, "New Born Again."
Hayden Rickman, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
service. •
Church School will be held
at 9:30 a.m. and Church
Training will be at stX P.m.
The Bible study for the latter
will be on I Corinthians led by
Jack Foster.
The Golden Circle Class will
meet Monday, Jan. 30, at 6 : 30
p.m. at the home of June
Cottrell.
The Winter • Retreat for:.
-Geadeneevenloitweivaxeill hay;
held at Brandon tiprhigs on
Friday and Saturday, Feb.
and 4.
Legislative Office Building
By SY term, outlined how much the certainly enough money for itRAMSEY
Associated Press -Writer lawmakers,had climbed - in: * the budget." -
FP:ANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - status and efficiency since he The minority leader 
saki'State rePresentativei have ln- -ftrst became a legislator.' • that the leadership.. of both
troduced a_ineasure in the DeMarcus told a reporter parties endorses the proposal.
House to pave the way for con-,-: later that the plan is for the. The House passed no
straction of a legislative office CRC. to report its findings in legislation before adjourning
building.
That was the major action of
Friday's brief session. A com-
mittee, meanwhile, attached
an amendment to a plan to
-help Kentucky storm victims.
The-offit e-bailding_
me é, a joint resolution,
ered by Rep. Mark. -Start Monday
1979. until 4 p.m. Tuesday. It skips
"Then the building should - Monday because that is
qet under way six months Franklin Roosevelt's bir-
later," be said. "There is thday.
Meantime, theight Classes -Appropriations and Revenue-
Committee amended a joint
resolution-to-help_IdeUms of
the severe winter weather.
Fitzgerald, D-Cynthiana, and The legislation, introduced
co-sponsored by 313iteagues- At School
$100,000 to the Legislative
Research Commission to Four evening classes are
study the feasibility of a scheduled to open next week
_ legislative building. at the Murray Area
A movement has been under Vocational School, according
way for years to build to James Lawson, director.
facilities for the General
Assembly separate from the
Capitol and Capitol Annex.
The joint resolution, which
must take the path of a
regular bill for passage, says:
"The majority of the mem-
bers of the General Assembly
must conduct the legislative
business of the commonw—ealth
from a desk without adequate
work or storage space,
privacy or even the con-
venience of a telephone.
"There appears to be no
adequate or appropriate space
which could be made
available to the Assembly
Without the serious.disruption
of state government."
The resolution calls for first
-onsideration as a building
ite of a parking lot at the west
nd of the Capitol. The LRC
also would determine the
amount of space needed, a
suitable design and the cost of
construction. •
House Minority Leader Har-
DeMarcus, R-Somerset,
said he thought "no greater
service could be performed
for the legiclAture."
_DeMarcus, in his eighth
Dr. Roos Speaker,
Christian Church
TheRev. Dr. David C. Roos,
minister of the First Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ
will speak on. the subject,.
"Faith and Divine.
Providence" at the 10 -45 a.m.
worship servicgs_oLuiSuaday,
Jan. 29, at the church, .
A solo will be sung by Larrie
Clark. Margaret Porter will
be music director with Jane
Hutson as organist.
Don McCord will be worship
leader, and Richard Page will
be candle lighter. Greeters
will be Dr. and Mrs. Armin L.
Clark and Mr. and Mrs. ,James
D. Clopton.
Elders serving will be Dr. A.
H. Titsworth and Lyle_ Un-
derwood. Deacons Will . be
Henry Fulton, B. D. Hall, John
Ford Hall, Coledigh McKee', Nursery supervisors will be
ban ?!1.0( r.14- .4.e.0c4e.;§_-14Yrpjfrfff
Deliwsboipme A.d a nis, .





The class in Air Con-
ditioning and Refrigeration
Part II, with Dale Adams as
instructor, is scheduled to
open Monday, Jan. 30. Classes
will be held on Monday and
Thursday from 6:30 to 9:30
p.m. in th....appliance repair
laboratory.
Classes for Typing II with
Pat Hosford as instructor and
Accounting II with Judith
Ingersoll as instructor will
start Tuesday, Jan. 31, in the
business department. Classes
will be held on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings from 6:30
to 9:30 p.m.
The class for Small Engine
Repair - lawn mowers,
tillers, etc., - will open on
Tuesday, Jan. 31 with Bruce
Shaeffer as instructor. The
class will meet on Tuesday
and Wednesday from 6:30 to
9:30 p.m.
For registration fdr the





Bro. Kenneth Hoover will be
the speaker at the 10:30 a.m.
and six p.m. worship services
on Sunday, Jan: 29, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ'. Ernie Bailey will be
song leader and Robert
Hendon will -make the an-
nouncements.
The morning sermon- topic
will be "Marks of Maturity
II," and the evening toptcwill
be "Motive and Obedience."
Also assisting in the service
will be Vernon Gantt, Bobby
_Martin, George Wilson,
Murn iell„Gotieen, And David
Thompson.
Serving for The Lord's
Supper will be. Jack Wilson,
James Feltner, Mark Alls,
Terry Smith, Duane Dycus,
Tim Feltner, Jimmy West,
Dakrid Taylor, and Harold
Grogan. •
Thursday, is in line for
- It ' would appropriate passage by the entire
Assembly late next week. Jt.
provides $2 Million for various
forms of relief to storm vic-
Urns.
The committee approved an
amendment under which the
governor's office would have
to account to the LRC for all
expenditures.
Rep. Jerry Kleier, D-Louis-
vine, sponsor of the joint reso-
lution, asked the committee to
hold up action until disaster
experts could be consulted on
how the money should be
spent.
But Rep. Joe Clarke, 1)-
Danville, the committee
chairman, said there is no
intent to tell the governor how
to distribute the relief, only to
provide accountability for the
expenditures.
The Senate passed four bills,
including one that would allow
more than twd amendments to
the Kentucky Constitution to
be Placed on the-ballot
election.
The law presently limits the
=fiber of proposed amend-
" ments at a given titne to twn,
Senate Bill 98 received bi-
partisan sponsorship but was
first proposed in the 1978 ses-
sion by U. Gov. Thelma Sto-
vall. •
Mrs. Stovall opposed efforts
last- -November for' a con-,
stitutional convention to
rewrite_ the 4891 charter and
said then she would offer an
alternative method of revising-.
the Constitution.
"I've argued all these years
that if people got out and
worked to amend the con-
stitution it can be done," Mrs.
Sotvall said. after the Senate
voted imanimously in favor of
the bill.
Sen. Gus Sheehan, D-Cov-
ington, one of the bill's spon-
sors, said similar measures
have been adopted in 41 states.
The Senate also passed Sen-
ate Bill 90, which would delete
a requirement that a sheriff
obtain the approval of the
county court in appointing
deputies.
Sen. Kelsey Friend, D-Pike-
vWe, the sponsor, said the
measure is designed to update
the law after passage of the
judicial article in 1975
eliminated county courts.
Also approved Friday was a
bill to make cocaine a
Schedule 11 narcotic. It now is





SKOKIE, (AP) - Jewish
religious leaders have reacted
angrily to the Illinois Supreme
Court decision that reiliTAS have
the right to parade and display
the swastika in this pre-
dominantly Jewish com-
munity. The high state ..court
ruled Friday that a band of up
to 30 latter-day storm troopers
wearing sWastikas can march  
in Skokie. The Nazis had
hoped to march last April, but




Senate supporters of the
Panama Canal treaty say a
plan to tighten language on
U.S. defense and accesarights
has improved chances for
ratification of the pact, which
the full Senate may begin
debating next week. The
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee returns Monday to
complete its work on the
treaty and then to send it to
the Senate for an - expected
month or more of debate.
INTERNATIONAL
OTTAWA (AP) - Canadian
officials reversed themselves"
and said malfunctibning
KPL14Bagatifi_at the C.1! Orie
Soviet nuclear-powered
satellite, probably caused,
scientiiis to pick up * strong
radiation reading in the
Northwest Territories.
"It is unlikely there is any-
thing on the ground" from the
Cosmos 954 spy satellite that
fell out of orbit Tuesday .over
the Canadian tundra and' dis-
integrated, Adm. fig. Falls





The First Baptist Church
will observe the ordinance of
.The Lord's Supper_at the_10 : 45
a. • m. worship services on
Sunday, Jan. 20. "Covenant"
with scripture from Mark
14:17-31 will be the subject of
the sermon, by the Rev. _Dr.
Bill Whittaker, pastor of the
church..
Special music will be a solo,
"In Rememberance," by
Wayne Halley, minister of
music. Joan Bowker will be
organist and Allene Knight
will be pianist.
Randy Sorrow, minister of
youth; and Ray Brownfield,
deacon of the week, will also
assist in the morning services.
"Pentecost In The Present"-
with scripture from Acts 2 will
be the sermon topic by Dr.
Whittaker at the seven p. m.
worship service. Mrs. Judy
Henry will sing a solo, "Holy,
Holy, Is What the Angels
Sing." The church choir will
sing "Onward, Christain
Soldiers."
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m. and Church Training will
be at 5:45 p. m.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mrs.
-..14auglia..._Vandegrift, Mrs.
Randy Sorrow, Mrs. David
Travis, Mrs. Phil Duncan,
Mrs. Joe Sills, Mr. and Mrs.
Patrick Estes, Miss Susan
Estes, Mrs. Bobby Malone,
Miss Maryjane Estes, and
Miss Judy Holt.
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announces the relocation of the
Medical Office of
Dr. Richard M. Hutson
to 1532 Lone Oak Road
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Dr. Hutson's Office is adjacent to Lourdes Hospital and
Ins fehphofte tiiunDert 4471613
a.
•
w •
